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Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
Saturday ,ia
KOY, Mora
ounty, New Mexico,

Roy Waterworks Community Hall
Roy is to have her first start
of water works without the issuance of bonds and with very little expense to the town,
The plans are perfected and
work starts this week to erect a
large wind mill on a 60 foot steel
tower over the Floersheim well
at the new store and a 5,000
gallon tank will be mounted on a
steel tower beside it and kept
filled with water. An Auxiliary
Gasoline engine will be installed
to run the pump when the wind
doesn't blow and all this will be
installed by the Floersheim Company as a Public Utility.
The vi age will then get busy
.
and place a substantial tank in
middle of the street for'
..
watering teams aimj cuinieci it
with a pipe line from the storage
tank and arrangements will be
made for drinking fountain and

....
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Hunt
Financial Report The Rabbit
o

Report of the
Roy Chapter of
The Red Cross

I have been authorized by the
Library Committee to make a
statement concerning the Library
The Red Cross work in Roy tas been
A Public Library is something so great a factor in the patriotic ac-- !
that is easy to start and hard to tivities of our people, and has been
maintain. There is not much so generously supported that the acexcitement about it. Neverthe- tive members feel it is proper, at thi:
less its use is at tinVs indispen-siblo- , me to make public a report of their
doings, which is herewith presented:
In spite of numerous
.The first active work for the Red
moves and other discouragement 3 Cross was started by Mrs. J. S. Ru.-- .
the Community Hall has been sel, who solicited memberships to the
kept in operation over a year. It number of 100.
is not our purpose to iet it die.
The first formal meeting was held
There has been a" gradual Juno 14, 1917, at which time plaru
growth of the Library under ad- were made for the first campaign
verse ciretnn.stanees. The books .which brought in a total of $3S9.2
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which was forwarded to the National

The following is the Financial statement of the Roy School District, No.
33, Mora County, New Mexico, for the
term ending December 31,

The big rabbit hunt that has been
the talk of the community for some
time was pulled off New Year's day
between the R T U of Liberty and the
H. L: A. of Pleasant View. A number of Roy sports went out and took
part on both sides. The result was a
big wagon load of jack rabbits and no
end of fun for those who took part.
The official figures are: Pleasant
View 170; Liberty 65, but we got this
from Sam Strong and F. E. Ivey, officers of the H. L. A., and we must take

Amounta received and from what
sources including balance:
July 1st, 1917, balance on
hand from previous school
$ 932.76 it with salt.
year
Carl Nugen brought a wagon load
September 15, by opportion- of rabbits o town Wednesday which
81.75 is positive proof that they killed a lot
ment, liquor licenses
of jacks and saved tons of feed thereapportionby
October 15th,
by.
263.00
ment
The penalty for tho losers is an oysNovember 8tb, by apportion- ter supper for the crowd and as there
!.
580.50 were about fifty hunters it will be
ment
December

some feed.

15th, by apportion- -

headquarters.
The lied Cross organization
670.65
ment
The rabbits will be marketed to help
there rt'gulany on Monday a! e On July 27th the members here
defray the expenses and another hunt
I
t
i
noons and
or several of them will be had in the
Kiiiuung tlub is were organized into an Auxiliary an;:
Total receipts, including bal- is good sport and will
to meet on Wednesday evenings. their work systematized and brought
S2508.6C near future. It
i
anc
help materially in reducing the pest
The lJoy Scouts meets regular- under the direction of the Mountaé
Total expenditures July 1st to De- for the season.
j
cember 31st and for what purposes:
Í
ly every Thursday evening.
It Division of the Red Cross with hear
?ntember 1st. Back warrants
The above is ancient history- isa place for the holding of quarters at Denver.
paid by Co. Treasurer, presupper was served at the
The
vious to Village Treas. takspecial dinners and a plaee lor As an auxiliary they received do
This gives us as good facilities
Home
Restaurant, in Roy, Satur492.95
ing over funds
Lamps, nations from private parties amount- Committee meetings.
'
evening
'
day
as we can have without a regular
and a hilarious bunch
,unt
.Am
paid
Teachers'
for
f
!
stoves and Linoleum has been ing to $73.95 and earned by means of
to DecemSeptember
wmrm
water system which it is not
and several
forty
hunters
of
entertainments, chili dinners and othpurchased.
1385.00
ber inclusive,
practical to install at present.
it,
Oysters, in
partcok
ladies
of
amounts donated by citizens from
Aix.itml pa. I f;r p!lil!cdah- It seems that an idea has er
i
A few lengths of fire hose
dances, $379.00.
all
and no end
styles
served
were
4O0.C0
l.uH.lim; ..:
h;
1
found loiijiment in the minds of
will be all we need to protect the
of mirth adounded.
Amount paid for Janitor hire
some of our citizens lhat the From the sale of badges, buttons
A. C. Tu;j
105.00
three months
business portion of town from
J
and pins, $38.50.
Another drive was planned for
the Red
Library was
Amount paid for Interest on
We fake great pleasure in prefire as effectually as any town in
Wednesday,
January 16th, to
Cross into paying money into the During the recent "Membership senting
34.00
hauüüumj and back warrants
above
the
the state and we will have this
View School-houmeet
Pleasant
at
Drive" headed by Mrs. C. L. Justice
Genera! expenses paid to date
91.65
Library fund.
to nature, picture of t rie of
true
too in the near future.
10
M.
A.
at
and all who
addnew
hundred
three
were
members
We wish to say that the Librciti- Tota) amounts paid to date $2503.00 enjoy good sport and want to take
The enterprise and public spirit
fid, with the 181 members previous to ojrbest
ary Committee consists of memof the Floersheim Co. in installthe drive this brings the present mem- zens, one who has made for him
a hand in it are invited.
RECAPITULATION
appointed by the Union S.S.
bers
bership up to 481 for Roy and the sur- self a comfortable fortune and July 1st. Amount on hand... $ 932.76
ing this plant is most commendI. O. O. F., Kebekahs, School rounding country.
f jund time to be useful in his Dec. 31. Amounts received
able and should be appreciated
board and Ked Cross, The Libr
to date
1575.90
by all.
auxiliary, with Mrs. M. D. Gibbs cjmmunity besides,
ary has been put in our charge as The
Married a Major
A. C. Trujillocame from Union Total amount received includ
president, succeeded later by Mrs.
necessary
0
ing balunce
.... 2508.66
of the Floersheim-Archulet- a for regulating. It is
A
F. A. Roy and Mrs. Irvin Ogden, as County a few years ago arid seFrom
make
rules.
San
to
us
a
Antonio,
for
Texas. .
secretary,, has done heroic work in the cured afine tract of land near Less amounts paid out by
case has been denied
daily
we
get
following
'
the
rules
of
was
we
our
that
One
cause under direction of the Denver Solano. He has added to it since
warrants drawn on Treas. 2508.60
in the District Court and the
Maj. K. S. Snow commander
until he has one of the best little Amount on hand Jan. 1, 1918
case will go direct to the Supreme would ask no definite" rent for office.
.0G of a Battallion of
..
the 21th Infancharitmeetings
of any
They have spent $227.50 for sup- ranches on the mesa.
Court. The Brief of this case regular
try
figured
Amount
unpaid
of
that
warrants
in
the Houston:
We asked plies, knitting yarn, etc., and donated
Last year he was madellcpub
will not be "Brief" as the evi- able organization.
now in the hands of Roy
riot, and Miss Gladys Judy, who
organization
possible
each
that
in
if
office
Denver
for
to
cash
the
$25.00
hcan
and
voluminous
candidate
Member
most
for
of
dence was
Trust and Savings Bank....S no.oo
arrived from El Paso, were mar- held by Floersheim
it will cost several hundred dot pay something to the Library Christmas boxes for the soldiers, be- - the Mora County Board of County Warrant
'
ried
New Years night by Judge
161.62
lars to get before the Supreme fund, on their own volition. The side remembering all the Roy boys in Commissioners and was elected Merc. Co. for Coal
nave
m.ea
maae
Neil
anpa.
Campbell, 'at the judge's
w by a large majority. The people Warrant held by Roy Trading
ana
k.
mer
Court, which some one will have Red Cross' was one of. the organ- Company,
supplies.;
for
54.19
LUC
home;
524
IUJU
IIBVC
AIllbLflm
Hunstock Avenue.
ization concerned.' If it wished 1UUUOTV MMÍa
of this end of the county support- Warrant held by Baum Bros.
to pay. Reports oí
following articles and sent them to
Major
Snow
has been in San
torthe
Library
anything
give
to
ing him with a good vote jn for supplies
developements lend hope that
10.50
Denver:
Antonio
a
ás a witness at
month
gladly
would
be
received.
it
If
spite of the best man on the op
the "Blind Goddess" has not enTotal outstanding indebted- the
of
the negros
Nine
feel
did
like
giving
uot
sweaters.
we
it
position ticket being his oppotirely lost her sense of smell.
ness December 31, 1918
1936.31 accused of rioting
'
8 pairs of Socks.
at
Houston.
would be glad just the same.
nent.
Too
will
His
note
by
13
the
statement
pairs
aboe
Wristlets.
of
command
is
at
Columbus.
nothing
N.
to do with the
Fred Brown has purchased the We have
As a County Commissioner he that taxes for 1917 have not yet been
5
Helmets.
M.
they
where
go
will
from
here.
T. A. and John Smith farms up way any organization wishes to
has done much for this end of the received by Village Treasurer, but
15 pairs Hospital Socks.
Mrs. Major Snow, is a well
near Palouse Valley which adds raise money to pay what it wishCounty that was never before when received will show District in
2 Scarfs.
known Roy girl, daughter of Mr.
another section of as line lana i s es to the Library.
And a small army of knitters 'are obtainable and he is recognized exceden shape financially.
and
Mrs. E. S. Judy, who has
there is on the mesa to his land We have unanimously agreed busy making more as the demand for asa fair, honorable man and
Resp. submitted,
been
working
in ElPa30 for the
This calh off the to allow all charitable organiza- them aereases.
holdings.
official whom Political associates
WILLIAM G. JOHNSON,
past
year.
Auction sale of the John Smith tions to meet at the Library free
Treasurer Village of Roy, New
Articles knitted by ladies from yarn eanntt infloerce to do wrong and
We extend congratulations.
farm.
of any financial responsibility (at purchased by
Mexico, and Treas. Scuool Diet
themselves for relatives who is the servant of all the peoNo. 33, Mora County, N. M.
their regular meetings) provided or friends in the army were
ple and not of the members of
Mrs. J. Floersheim returned they establish a regular time of Sweateri
15
one political party.
Helmets
Sunday from several months stay meeting, so as not to interfere
The Roy Garage gets in on a new
We have known Mr. Trujillo
Socks
12 pair
in San Francisco, where she has with other similar meetings.
cash
basis with January 1st This of
for several years and have never fice hap
7 pair
Mr.
printed some attractive Coubeen taking treatment.
We are first, last, and always Wristlets
do
known him to
or say anything pon books for them which will make
The Public Installation of officDonations received since last report
Floersheim went to Tucumcari in favor of the lied Cross when
not becoming a gentleman. We it easier and more convenient for them ers by the Odd
Fellows and
to meet her. Many friends are it fulfils the purpose for which it !as follow- sand their patrons on small sales and
$5,00 did not help elect him but we can supplies.
lodges Wednesday night
glad to welcome her back home. is designed and we feel it keenly Mrs. G. R. Abernathy,
Miss Willie Day,
1.00 recognize the right sort of a man
was a vi ry pleasant fraternal
that our patriotic motives have Mr. W, H, Guthman, 3 sacks beans. in another party and hence we
Only members of the
affair.
wife
Prof.
Russell
and
returned
Sat
Mr. D.M. Valdez,
2 sacks beans. make
Antonio Torres, wants to read in the least been doubted.
this opportunity to com- urday from their trip to El Paso and two lodges were present
and the
theJá-A- .
at Dawson where he is We are your servants.
Recently permission was granted to mend a faithful servant of the Albuquerque. They had a fine time inclement
weather
kept
away
but tired of it and came home. The
working this winter.
advance from the standing of an Aux- public. sev- many out of town members.
Prof,
Bliss
and
saw
visited
Ft.
The Library Committee iliary to a
Chapter of the
Mr. Trjuillo is in a large meas- eral of the boys. He finds the prevailDr. M. D. Cibb:-- was installing,
Heám,
Red Cross and the preliminary steps
Sec.
ing sentiment among the soldiers is:
0. W.
ure responsible for the new road "They
officer
for the Sub inlinate lodge,
want to get across and at them.
have been taken. The officers elected
to Red River Bridge which has The probability of getting started soon The officers ir, : tailed were.v
Mrs. R. Oppenheim, a sister for the chapter are:
made it a practical public utility is the chief topic the boys chafe under
C. A. Peare, K. ;.
delay. Training is still going on
President Mrs. F. A. Roy.
of Mrs. J. Floersheim and Miss
instead of the joke which it was the
The fact that we have had no
Melville
body
finest,
strenuously
and
the
fittest
V. G.
Irene Cohn, a niece of both Vice President Mrs. W. H. Willcox at its first inception, and is al of men ever .sent to battle in the his'
destructive prairie fires this win- ladies, both of San Francisco,
J.
F.
HerreUa-Wildmn
Treasurer Mr. C. L. Justice.
are
tory of the world is what will finish
do
anything
to
ready
for
ways
Earl Baum Treasurer
ter may be attributed to pure here visiting at the J. Floersheim
Secretary Mrs. Irvin Ogden.
Germany.
people this side of the river, the war with
the
These
luck for this community in view
with a full corps of an
Chairman
of
Finance
Committee
They came with Mrs.
home.
not unfair to those on the other The Victor Class of the Roy Union pointed cáicei'S were (Inly
Mrs.' C. C. Belknap.
of the continued and excessive
install
Floersheim on her return.
Siuiday school had a party at the home
side.
dry weather. ,A prairie fire
Tlie Clmrter for the Roy Chapter
of Prof, and Mrs. Russell Saturday!
",.
J IK) l;UliO"
would be a calamity and the
was received Saturday and the first
tnen t'.H
night. Miss Erma Russell being host- charge
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Leather- - ess. A large company was present.
formal meeting of the Chapter wes
and Mr;-!-.
slightest carelessness would cause
of M ills.
Ilarncr.
man mourn the death of their And had a fine time playing games. as
held Monday afternoon.
District .Donu'y President,
one any day. Notonly the cerLadied in other towns on the mesa bo'y baby which was born Sunday doing stunts, and feasting.
bui'd
and
feed
stacks
tainty that
the
oilicers for
are urged to form Auxiliaries or tobe and lived but a few hours.
Walter Ross caught a huge eagle in. th'e present term.
ings are exposed to bra on eveiy
Dr. S. Alonzo Bright preached come active members of the Roy Chap
i trap Tuesday. He measures more
Miss fiillia i Griner N. G.
hand but the prairie grass, which to the Methodist congregation o? ter as they may, but to get in line for
We are sending out statements than seven feet from tip to tip and is
for
feed
cattle
the
duties we owe our soldier boys.
Miss Etta li'irn baker, V. G.
Roy at the Christian Church
is the best known
an immense bird. Walter will have
of subscription again so that if him mounted and send him to friends Mrs. K.
C.
and sheep, is worth thousands of Monday at 10:30 o'clock. The The new
Treasurer md
chapter starts out with a you are not paid up you will like back east as a souvenir.
mimb'.'r of appointee):.
a
dollars in every community. A Quarterly Conference was held good prospect for a useful career in
ly get one. We take it for grantMrs. Irvin Ggdjn ho!,ihig over
very few acres of grass is the following the sermon.
Tas Toad to Red River bridge is
backing up the Soldiers at the Front ed those who are behind don't
side
of
and
river
the
completed
on
this
a
equal of a ton of hay costing $25
Jfm'eiury.
The work on this circuit has and has a lively sense of the respon- want it unless they make some
is passable for autos now to the bridge
and a few minutes in a prairie been reorganized and is. pro- sibility they are assuming in the great
Following the installation a
arrangement about paying and, site. The crew has moved to the west
fire will destroo hundreds of gressing nicely. The pastor re- work of ministering to want and sufwill have the bridge approach
side
and
lunch consisting of the finest of
will drop them off after this week able by the time it is finished.
acres.
ports an encouraging outlcok for fering wherever found.
potted
notice.
This
ham sandwiches,' and the
without
further
We urge all to take especial the new year in religious work,
The new --chapter bespeaks a con
The Roy postoffice sold over $250.GO best of coffee and, a large quanto
of
loss
us
some
mean
will
a
care not to let a prairie fire get also that the Roy folks made the tinuation of the generous support it
worth of Savings and Thrift Stamps
$200.00 but we thought you want Monday and is having a large daily tity of cake was served and the
started, and. call' attention to the Xmas season a happy one, at the nas received and its large membered the paper and took a chance. sale for this attractive form of War 25 members present had a good
very severe penalty of .starting M. E.. parsonage by their many ship 481, including almost every famWe'- have paid it for you so Loan which gets down to where every- time despite the storm howling
ily on tas mesa, is pledged to
them besides tht responsibility kindnesses.
one can kick in at any time and help
..
1
outside.
'
ia tke causs of "Humanity." there is no other harm done.
a little.
for damages.
.
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THE SPANISH AMERICAN

IIS

THE REAL MAN

IN

P

found to be very effective In expelling
intestinal worms In experiments conducted by the zoological division of
the bureau of animal Industry:
Withhold all feed and wuter for 24
hours, then give each pig from 1 to 2
ounces of castor oil to which has
been added oil of American wormseed

ARE INJURIOUS
infected

Animals Develop
Runts.

Into

Pot-Belli-

By FRANCIS LYNDE
(Cop-- ,

The Hidden Power
Most of u never learn what
powers lie undeveloped
within our mind and body. We
go through life working at about
fifty per cent pressure. Unless
there come a crisis which calls
out to duty the last ounce of
bodily strength and the most
acute mental energy, we go to
the end of life's string knowing
not how much of the Creator's
gift we have neglected and let go
to waste.
"The Ileal Man" Is the story
of a young fellow who had the
good fortune to face a real crisis
years
when he was twenty-fivold. It called out his entire reserve of strength and courage.
For 25 years there existed a
soft,
smug person,
Then came the blow-off- !
shrewd.
The real man stepped out
of that smug disguise and
showed the stuff that was In
him.
It was great stuff, too.
All of you will enjoy "The
It will entertain.
Real Man."
It will provoke serious thought.
It may lead you to examine the
Inside of your shell of life In
search of the real man or the
real woman. It may help you to
discover a way to work at higher
pressure than fifty per cent
and If yon do, you'll know the
secret that has made men famous tbroughout the world's

great

e

hide-boun-

history.
THE EDITOR.

right by

j vim Scribnar't

as can be achieved in a short social
hour had followed. At all points the
bewitching young woman from the wilderness had proved to be a mocking
critic of the commonplace conventions,
and had been moved to pillory the
same In the person of her momentary
eutertulner. Some thrills this young
person from the wide horizons had
stirred in him were his only excuse for
steullng her glove. There remained
now nothing of the clashing encounter
at the luwn party save the soiled glove,
a rather obscure memory of n face too
piquant and attractive tb be cheapened
by the word "pretty;" these and a
thing she had said at the moment of
parting: "Yes; I am going back home
very soon. I don't like your smug middle West civilization, Mr. Smith It
smothers me. I don't wonder that it
breeds men who live and grow up and
die without ever having a chance to

SUCH PIGS

Sow)

ness with which the multimillionaire's
daughter came to the phone was an
Intimation that his ring was not entirely unexpected.
"This is Montague," he said, when
Miss Blchlnnder's mellifluous "Main
four six eight Mr. Rlchlonder's residence" came over the wire. Then :
"What are you going to think of a man
who calls you up merely to beg pff?"(

he asked.
Miss Rlchlonder's reply was merciful
and he was permitted to go on and explain. "I'm awfully sorry, but It enn't
very well be helped, you know. Mr.
Dunham hns returned, and he wnnts
me at the bank. I'll be up a little later
on. If I can break away, and you'll let
me come. . . . Thank you, ever so
much. Goodby."
The Lawrencevllle Bank and Trust,
d
lately lnstnlled in Its new
quarters, was only four squares
find themselves."
distant. As he was approaching the
Some day, perhaps, he would tell corner, Smith saw that there were only
two lights in the bank, one In the vault
Verda Rlchlander of the
little Western beauty. Verda and all corridor and another In the rnllcd-of- f
Renslble people would smile at the open space In front which held the
Idea that he, John Montague Smith, president's desk and his own. Through
windows he could
was of those who had not "found" the big plate-glos- s
themselves, or that the finding ly see Mr. Dunham. The president was
which he had understood the Western apparently at work, his portly figure
He had
young woman to mean something radi- filling the padded swing-chaical and upsetting could In any way one elbow on the desk, and the fingers
be forced upon a mon who was old of the uplifted hand were thrust Into
enough and sane enough to know his his thick mop of hair.
o n lengths and breadths and depths.
Smith had his own keys and he let
He was stripping off his coat to dress himself in quietly through the door on
when he saw two letters which had evi- the side street. The
dently been thrust under the door dur- chair stood in its accustomed place in
ing his absence at supper time. One of the vault corridor, but It was empty.
the envelopes was plain, with his name To a suspicious person the empty chair
scribbled on It In pencil. The other might have had Its significance; but
bore a typewritten address with the Montague Smith was not suspicious.
card of Westfall Foundries company In The obvious conclusion was that Mr.
corner. Smith Dunham had sent the watchman forth
Its upper
opened Carter Westfall's letter first upon some errand; and the motive
and read it with a little twinge of needed not to be tagged as ulterior.
shocked surprise, as one reads the story
Without meaning to be particularly
noiseless, Smith rubber heels on tiled
of a brave battle fought and lost
"Dear Monty," It ran. "I have been floor assisting was unlatching the
trying to reach you by phone off and gate In the counter railing before his
on ever since the adjournment of our superior officer heard him and looked
stockholders' meeting at three o'clock. up. There was an Irritable note in the
We, of the little inside pool, have got president's greeting.
"Oh, it's you, at last, Is it?" he
It where the chicken got the ax. Rlchlander hod more proxies up lils sleeve rasped. "You have taken your own
than we thought he had, and he has good time about coming. It's a hnlf-hoput the steam roller over us to a finish.
and more since I sent that note to
He was able to vote 55 per cent of the your room."
stock straight, and you know what that,
CHAPTER II.
means: a consolidation with the Rlchlander foundry trust, and the hearse
Metastasis.
and white horses for yours truly and
Smith drew out the chair from the
the minority stockholders. We're dead
stenographer's tuble and sat down.
dead and burled.
Like the cashiers of many llttle-clteverycourse,
to
I
lose
"Of
stand
thing, but that Isn't all of It. I'm hor- banks, he was only a salaried man, and
ribly anxious for fear you'll be tangled the president rarely allowed him to
up personally In some way In the mat- forget the fact. None the less, his boy-ter of that last loan of $100,000 that I
got from the Bank and Trust. You wlll
remember you made the loan while
Dunham was away, and I am certain
you told me you had his consent to
take my Foundries stock as collateral.
That part of It Is all right, but, as matters stand, the stock Isn't worth Hie
paper It Is printed on, and well, to
tell the bald truth, I'm scared of Dun- Brlcklty, the Chicago lawyer
ham.
they have brought down here, tells me
that your bunk Is behind the consollda- tlon deal, and If that Is so, there Is go
Ing to be a bank loss to show up on my
paper, and Dunham will carefully cover
Ms tracks for the sake of the bank's
sharp-tongue-

mnrble-ve-neere-

d

r.

's

left-han- d

CHAPTER

I.

Bank Cashier and Society Man.
was ten minutes of eight when J.
Montague Smith had driven his runabout to Its garage and was hastening
across to his suite of bachelor apartments In the Klncald terrace. There
was reason for the baste. It was his
regular evening for calling upon Miss
Verda Rlchlander, and time pressed.
The provincial beatitudes had chosen
a fit subject for their Illustration in
the young cashier of the Lawrence-vlll- e
Bunk and Trust. From his earliest
recollections Montague Smith had lived

It

and the
the Ufe of the
conventional. He had his niche In the
Lawrencevllle social structure, and anbusiness world,
other In the small-citand he filled both to his own satisfaction and to the admiration of all and
Ambitions, other than to take
Sundry.
In the bank as they came to
him, and, eventually, to make money
enough to satisfy the demands which
Joslah Rlchlander might make upon a
had never trouprospective
bled him. An extremely
d

y

son-in-la-

d

young man his fellow townsmen called
him, one of whom It might safely be
predicted that he would go straightfor
wardly on his way to reputable middle
life and old age ; moderate In all things,
Impulsive In none.
Even In the affnir with Miss Rich- lander sound common sense and sober
second thought had been mude to
stand In the room of supersentlment.
Smith did not know what It was to be
violently In love; though he was a
charter member of the Lawrencevllle
Athletic club and took a certain pride
In keeping himself physically fit and up
to the mark, It was not his habit to be
violent in anything. Lawrencevllle
expected Its young men and young
women to mnrry and "settle down,"
and J. Montague Smith, figuring in n
modest way as a leader In the Lawrencevllle youngest set, was far .too
conservative to break with the tradition, even If he had wished to. Miss
Rlchlander wns desirable In many respects. Her father's ample fortune had
not come enrly enough or rapidly
enough to spoil her. In moments when
his feeling for her achieved Its nearest approach to sentiment the conservative young man perceived whnt a
graciously resplendent figure she would
make as the mistress of her own house
and the hostess at her own table.
Smith snapped the switch of the electrics and began to lay out his evening
clothes, methodlcnlly but with a certain air of calm deliberation, Inserting
the buttons In the waistcoat, choosing
hose of the proper thinness, rummaging a virgin tie out of Its box In the

drawer.
top dressing-cas- e
It was in the search for the tie that
he turned up a mute reminder of his
nearest opproach to any edge of the
real chasm of sentiment: a small glove,
with n
somewhat soiled and
tiny rip In one of the fingers. It had
seen a full year since he had seen the.
glove or Its owner, whom he had met
nly once, and that entirely by chance.
The girl ivas a visitor from the West,
the daughter of a ranchman, he hod
nderstood ; and she had been stopping
over with friends la a neighboring
town. Smith had driven over one evening in his runabout to make a call
ujon the daughter of the house, and
bhd found a lawn party In progress,
the guest
with the western viattor
f honor.
nch an acquaintance
Acoualu'i.nce
use-wor-

y

standing.
"It Is a hideous mess, and It has oc
curred to me that Dunham can put you
In bad, If he wants fo, When you made
thnt $100,000 loan,'' you forgot and I
forgot for the moment thnt you own
ten shares of Westfalf Foundries In
your own name. If Dunham wants to
stand from under, this might be used
against you. You must get rid of that
stock, Monty, and do It quick. Transfer the ten shares to me, dating the
transfer back to Saturday.. I still have
the stock books In my hands, and I'll
make the entry In the record jind date
It to fit. This may look n little crooked, on the surface, but It's your solvation, and we can't stop to split hairs
when we've Just been shot full of holes.
.

"WESTFALL."
Smith folded the letter mechanically
and thrust It into his pocket. Carter
Westfatl was his good friend, and the
cashier had tried, unofficially, to dissuade Westfall from borrowing after
be had admitted that be WOI going to
use the money In nn attempt to buy
mpany'i
up the control of his own
stock. Smith was thlnlrJ ig oí the big
bank loss and the hopeless ruin of
Carter Westfall when he tore the second envelope across and took out the
It was
inclosed slip of scratch-popea note from the president and it was
dated within the hour. Mr. Dunham
was back in Lawrencevllle earlier than
expected, and the note had been written at the bank. It was a curt summons ; the cushler wns wanted, ot once.
At the moment, Smith did not connect the summons with the Westfall
cataclysm, or with any other untoward
thing. Mr. Watrous Dunham had, a
habit of dropping In and out unexpectedly. Also, he had the habit of, sending for hl Cashier or any other.biem-be- r
of the banking force at whatever
honr the notion seized him. Smith
went o the telephone ond called up
the Rlchlander house. The promptr.
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(

Not Going to Do What You

Want."

ish. gray eyes were reflecting Just a
shade of the militant antagonism In
Mr. Watrous Dunham's when he sold:
"I was dining at the Country club with
a friend, and I didn't go to my rooms
until a few minutes ago."
The president sat back in the big
His face, with
mahogany swing-chaithe cold, protrusive eyes, the heavy
Hps, and the dewlap lower law, wus the
face of a man who shoots to kill.
"I suppose you've heard the news
r.

about Westfall?"
Smith nodded.
"Then you also know that the bank
stands to lose a cold hundred thousand
on that loan you made him?"
The young man In the stenographer's
chair knew now very well why the
had been sent away.
Smith saw the solid foundations of his
small world the only world he had
ever known crumbling to a threatened
dissolution.
"You may remember that I advised
against the making of that loan when
Westfall first spoke of It," he sold,
after he had mastered the premonitory chill of panic. "It was a bad risk
for him and for us."
"I suppose you won't deny that the
loan was made while I was away In
New York," was the challenging
nlght-wntchm-

"It was. But you gave your sanction
before you went East."
The president twirled his chair to
face the objector and brought his palm
down with a smack upon the desk-slide.

"Not" he stormed. "What I told
you to do was to look up his collateral ;
and you took a snap Judgment and let

Westfall Is your
him have the money
friend, and you nre a stockholder In
his bnnkrupt company. You took a
Chasca for your own hand and put the
bank in the hole. Now I'd like to ask
what you are going to do about It."
Smith looked up quickly. Somewhere
inside of him the carefully erected
walls of use and custom were tumbling
strange ruins und out of the debris
innot her structure, formless ns yet, but
obstinately sturdy, was rising.
"I am not going to do whnt you want
me to do, Mr. Dunham step In nnd be
your convenient senpegoat," he suld,
w ondering a little In his Inner recesses
how he was finding the sheer brutnl
to say such n thing to the
president of the Lnwrencevllle Bank
nnd Trust. "I suppose you have reasons of your own for wishing to shift

DO NOT THRIVE

Containing Charcoal, Copperas, Etc., Are Believed to Be of
Value as Preventives Santonin la Scarce.

Mixtures

1

(Prepared by the Ünlted States Department of Agriculture.)
Intestinal worms are common In
hogs and nre particularly Injurious to
growing pigs. Insufficiently fed, neglected pigs living In dirty pens and
yards, fed from filthy troughs, drinking
contaminated water, bathing In old hog
wallows, nnd rooting and sleeping in
manure piles nnd stnek bottoms soon Common
Such
become Infested with worms.
pigs do not thrive, but develop Into

Pens,
profitless runts.
should be kept clean and dry and the
manure frequently removed.
Mixtures contnlnlng charcoal, copperas, etc., are believed by some to be
DÍ value as preventives nnd destroyers of worms, but their usefulness
probnhly depends upon their general
effect on the condition of the pig und

mnn-couro-

the responsibility for this particular
loss to my shoulders. But whether you
have or haven't, I decline to accept It."
The president tilted his chair and
locked his hands over one knee.
"It Isn't a question of shifting the
Montague,"
responsibility,
he said,
dropping the bullying weapon to take
up another. "The loan was mode In
my absence. You have tnken the bank's
money to bolster up a falling concern
Go to
In which you nre a stockholder.
any lawyer In Lawrencevllle the best
one you can find nnd he'll tell you exactly' where you stand."
While the big clock over the vault
entrance was slowly ticking off a full
e
the young man whose future had become so suddenly and so
threateningly Involved neither moved
nor spoke, but his silence was no measure of the turmoil of conflicting emotions and passions that were rending
him.
"I may not prove quite the easy
mark that your plan seems to prefigure, Mr. Dunham," he returned at
length, trying to say It calmly. "Just
what are you expecting me to do?"
"Now you are talking more like a
grown man," was the president's crusty
admission. "You are in a pretty bad
boat, Montague, and that is why I sent
for you tonight."
"Well?" said the younger man.
"You can see how It will be. If I
can soy to the directors that you hove
already resigned and If you are not
where they can too easily lay hands on
you they may not care to push the
charge against you. There Is a train
west at ten o'clock. If I were In your
place, I should pack a couple of suitcases and take It. That Is the only
safe thing for you to do. If you need
any ready money "
It wns at this point that J. Montague
Smith rose up out of the stenographer's
chair and buttoned his coat.
'"If I need nny ready money,'" he
repeated slowly, advancing a step toward the president's desk. "That la
where you gave yourself away, Mr.
You authorized that loan,
Dunham.
and did it because you were willing to
use the bank's money to put Carter
Westfall In the hole so deep thnt ho
could never climb out. Now, It seems,
you are willing to bribe the only dangerous witness.
I don't need money
badly enough to sell my good nnme for
It. I shall stay right here In Lnwrencevllle and fight It out with you !"
The president turned abruptly to his
desk nnd his hand sought the row of
With a finger
electric
resting upon the one marked "police,"
he sold: "There Isn't any room for
argument, Montague. You can have one
more minute In which to change your
mind. If you stay, you'll begin your
fight from the inside of the county
Jail."
Now there hnd been nothing In John
quarMontague Smith's
ter century of boyhood, youth, nnd
business manhood to tell him how to
cope with the crude nnd savage emergency which he was tonfronting. But
In the granted minute of respite something within him, n thing as primitive
nnd elemental ns the crisis with which
It was called upon to grapple, shook Itself awake. He stepped quickly across
the Intervening space and stood under
the shaded desk light within arm's
reach of the man In the big swing-chai-

Roundworms of Hogs
Male; b, Female.

a,

Pigs weighing less than
teaspoonful ; pigs
weighing 50 to 100 pounds, one
; lurge
hogs, two teaspoon-fuls- .
Each pig should be dosed separately If the best results are to be
obtained. Custor oil should always be
given with oil of American wormseed.

as follows:
r0 pounds,

one-ha-lf

Other laxatives are not satisfactory.
Dangerous

to

Drench Hogs.

Drenching hogs is dangerous, as
they are liable to get the remedy into
the lungs. With sufficient assistance
pigs mny be held, the mouth kept open
by menus of a couple of loops of wire
or rope, or leather straps, and the
medicine given in a tablespoon or a
large kitchen spoon. By this method,

half-minut-

Male Hog Louse.
not upon their action on the worms.
Other things being equal, a pig In
good condition Is better able to resist the attacks of worms thon one that
Mineral mixIs not In good condition.
tures may, therefore, by helping to balance the ration, tend to Increase the
powers of resistance to the 111 effects
of worms ond other parasites. They
should, however, be classed as tonics
or conditioners rnther than as worm

preventives or destroyers.
Santonin, which wns formerly widely used as o remedy for worms In hogs,
Is practically unobtainable at the present time owing to foreign trude conditions.
Effective Treatment
The following treatment has been

SUCCULENT

FEED IN WINTER

though It is troublesome, one may be
certain that each pig gets his proper
dose. After dosing with the above
mixture pigs muy be fed and watered.
Repent the treatment In ten days.
Change Pasture Frequently.
Henlthy hogs become infected with
intestinal worms from feed, water and
soil which have been Infested by the
Fredroppings from infected hogs.
quent change of pasture Is one of the
best means of reducing worm infestaHogs, however,
tion to a minimum.
should not be allowed to run at large
on open range, as this favors the
spread of hog cholera!
Swine can be raised when they are
confined In limited quarters if the
quarters are kept clean, but they will
do much better nnd stay In better
of pasture.
health If they have-plenDivide the pasture Into convenient
areas, so that the hogs can be shifted
from one pasture to another. This
not only provides fresh pnsture, but
affords an opportunity to disinfect
the pastures by plowing nnd reseedlng
or by exposure to the sun and weather.
ty

CURING

AND

STORING SEEDS

at

Soy Bean Spoils Rather Easily Unless
Properly Handled Avoid Heating and Molding.

Silage Is the best and cheapest form
In which a succulent feed can be proAn acre of
vided for winter use.
corn can be placed In the silo ot n cost
not exceeding thnt of shocking, huskCrops
ing, grinding and shredding.
can be put Into the silo during weather that could not be utilized In making hoy or curing fodder. There Is
less waste in feeding silage than in
feeding fodder. Silnge Is very pala-

Soy bean seed spoils rnther easily If
not properly bundled, nnd care should
be used In curing and storing. After
threshing the beans should be watched
carefuly to avoid heating nnd molding. When good and dry there Is no
such danger. A good plnn Is to spread
the beans out on the floor Immediately after threshing nnd shovel them
over from time to time until they are
thoroughly dry, then they may be safely be put Into socks or bins. The storeroom should be dry and have a free
circulation of air. Soy benn seed loses
vitality very rapidly and It Is not safe
to hold seed for planting purposes for
more than two seasons.

Acre of Corn Can Be Placed In Silo
Cost Not Exceeding That of Shocking and Husking.

table and like other succulent feeds
silage has a beneficial effect on the digestive organs. More stock can be
kept on a given area of land with silage.
GUARD

AGAINST HIGH PRICES

ADD TO OUR MEAT SUPPLIES
the Beit Ways to Grow as Much
Quickest and Cheapest Way I to InFood on Farm as Facilities
crease Poultry and Egg ProducWill Permit.
tion Eat Less Meat.
One of the best ways to be insured
The quickest and cheapest way of
against high prices for food Is to raise
as much of It on the form os facili- adding to our meat supplies Is to inties will permit. Both meat ond bread crease poultry and egg production. To
will be Important next year. When double this production next year will
we think of the Importance of milk, give us 6,500,000,000 pounds of meat
pork, poultry, eggs, butter, beef, mut- food in the form of poultry and eggs.
ton and other foods derived from ani- By having this amount of poultry food
mals we are sure to be Impressed with for domestic consumption we will eat
k
less pork and beef, and can send alraising.
most that many pounds of meat to Europe. We cannot Increase nny of the
MORE AND BETTER PASTURES meat
animals as rapidly or economically as poultry.
Good Results Obtained by Clipping at
"You have it all cut and dried, even
Ohio Station Ripening of Weed
PLENTY OF SHEEP ROUGHAGE
to the setting of the police trap, hnven't
Seeds Prevented.
you?" he gritted, hardly recognizing
his own voice. "You meant to hang More and better grasses were noticed With Supply of Red Clover or Alfalfa
me first nnd try your own case with the to result from clipping pastures after
Hay Animals Can Be Carried Until
directors afterward. Mr. Dunham, I harvest in a survey made by the Ohio
Nearly Spring.
know you better than you think I do : agricultural experiment station. Briyou are not only a crook you are a ers are removed and the ripening of
With plenty of roughage, such aa
yellow-liverecoward, as well! You weed seeds is prevented, so that the red clover or alfalfa hay, sheep can
don't dare to press that button !"
grasses ond clover have greater be carried until nearly spring with
While he was saying It, the president chances for growth. Where the mow- little grain. Corn silnge can be used
had half risen, and the hand which ing machine cannot go, a scythe may to furnish succulence, although some
had been hovering over the
losses and a good deal of trouble
be used.
shot suddenly under tlfe plied papers
hove resulted from Improper feeding
in the corner of the desk. When It
of silage.
came out It was gripping the weapon IMMENSE LOSS BY INSECTS
which Is never very far out of reach in
Agricultural and Horticultural Inter- RATS ARE QUITE EXPENSIVE
a bank.
est Suffer Big Loss Annually
by Pests.
With Increased Price of Feed One
Costs Eight Dollar Each Year-B- etter
The next Installment telta you
h
of the agricultural and
Keep Sow or Ewe.
how Mr. Dunham got the surhorticultural interests of the United
prise of his crooked life. And
Statistics used to tell us It cost $5
States are destroyed annually by In
J. Montague Smith came to know
sects, and our greatest safeguard is to feed a rat for one year on the farm.
quickly the value of using all
the destruction of these by the wild With Increased grain prices, It costs
his latent power.
The birds are our country's $8. One can keep a profitable sow or
birds.
greatest aids to food conservation.
ewe for the price of a few rats.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
turbed which it is not necessary to
11m
disturb; We are serving the public PEACE
OF
To half pint of water add 1 os. Bay
Hum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
Interest and safeguarding the public
Colds bring
safety, but we are also regardful of
and Í4 oi. of glycerine. Any druggist can
FOR
put this np or you can mix it at home at
the Interest of those by whom these
ALLIES DEFINED very little cost. Full directions for makHALF BILLION FUND great properties are owned and glad
ing and use. come in each box of Barbo
to avail ourselves of the experience
Compound.
It will gradually darken
and trained ability of those who have
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
been managing them.
What Lydia
PREMIER
LLOYD GEORGE DE- and glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
President Lays Before Congress
Shipper Safeguarded.
sticky or greasy, and does not rub oil. Adv.
Vegetable Compound Did
CLARES 8ANCTITY OF TREATY
His Recommendations for CarIt is necessary that the transporta
For Ohio Woman.
Following His Bent.
tion of troops and of war material, of
MUST BE ESTABLISHED.
rying Out Railroad Plans.
"My hiy always liked to get at the
food and of fuel, and of everything
The eld family
la tablet,
(ara ate, sure, traed?
easy to take. Na
that Is necessary for the full mobiliza
bottom of things."
opiatas
effects.
Portsmouth, Ohio." I roffered from
unpleasant
ao
after
tion of the energies and resources of
"Where is he now?"
Cure colds ta 14 hours Orip ta
irreguianuei, pains in my Bide end wat
the country should be first considered,
days.
Money
fails.
Oct
back
tita
if
it
"In the trenches."
DEMANDED but it is clearly In the public interest TO LIMIT ARMAMENT
o weak at ornea 1 GUARANTEE
entuna bol vita
Top
led
and
Mr.
hardly
could
gat
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllll
also that the ordinary activities and
Hill's picture on it
The girl who doesn't marry an nnny
around to oo my
the normal Individual and commercial
i aetata tor sec.
ngja
work, and aa I bad
man these days gets but a meager
life of the country should be inter
Any
Drug atora
At
four in my family Special Stress Laid on Justice fered
press notice.
with and dislocated as little as RESTORATION OF BELGIUM,
and three ooarHsra
possible, and the public may rest as
Being Done to Roads and
FRANCE, RUMANIA AND
it made it very hard
TH8 RLPLECTIONS OP A MARRIED
sured that the Interest and convex
A FIGHT FOR LIFE
are not pleasant
WOMAN
lor me. Lydia E.
Their Stockholders.
MONTENEGRO
DEMANDED.
lence
as
will
of
shipper
the
be
private
if she is delicate,
Pinkham'a Vegeas
carefully
safeguarded
served
many
and
fight
us
die
of
or
for
been
or over worked. She feels
It has
table Comnonnd
It is possible to serve and safeguard
In tha past and the lucky people are
"played out." Her smile
was recommended Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Western Newspaper Union News Servir.
who have suffered, but who are now
those
It
in
and
present
her good spirits have
clrcumthe
extraordinary
to me. I took it
warnbecause they heeded nature'!
taken flight. It worries
London. The British prime minis- - well
and it has restored sonWashington, Jan. 5. President Wil- stances.
ing signal In time to correct their trouher huüuand as well as
Friday laid before Congress, asmv health. It (a
While the present authority of the kter, David Lloyd George, Jan. S, set ble with that wonderful new discovery
T,i.
r 1
herself.
You
4Artaln1u f A ka.f sembled in joint session, his recom- executive suffices for nil purposes of forth Great Britain's war aims more of Dr. Pierce's called
rv un is the tima
1
promptly heed these warnings,
mouicine ror woman a aumenta 1 ever mendations for carrying out govern- administration, and while, of course, specifically and at greater length be- should
build up her
of which are dlziy apella, backache,
sara Shaw, B. No. 1, ment operation of railroads. Bills to all private Interests must for the pres. fore the delegates of the Trade3 Union some
trength
Irregularity
or
of
the
painful
the
urine
carry out the President's ideas already ent give way to the public necessity,
Portsmouth, Ohio.
twinges of rheumatism, sciatica or lumVcure those
than he had ever done before.
bago. To delay may make possible the
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this had been prepared under the super It is, I am sure you will agree with
Having first declared that It was not dangerous forms of kidney disease, such
or ailments
medicine and wrote this letter in order vision of the Department of Justice me, right and necessary that the own
the seat of her
Bright'! disease, diabetes or stone In which are
mat other suffering women may find and Immediately were Introduced with ers and creditors of the railways, the a war of aggression against Germany as
trouble.
Dr. 1'ieree's Favorite Prescripplans for prompt consideration In both noiders of their stocks and bonds, or the Gorman people, and that the the bladder.
icuei oa HUB U1U.
tion regulates and promotes all the proper
To
condidistressing
overcome
these
House
and
Senate.
should reoelve from the government breaking up of the German peoples tion! take plenty of exercise In the open functions of womanhood,
Women who are suffering as she was
enriches the
To provide for proper maintenance an unqualified guarantee that their or the disintegration of their state air, avoid a heavy meat diet, drink freely blood, dispels aches and paint, melancholy
should not drag along from day to day
without giving this famous root and of the roads and their return to own- properties will be maintained through was not one of the objects for which of water and at each meal take Dr. and nervousness, brings refreshing sleep",
herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- - ers in the same order as the govern- out the period of federal control in as the allies were fighting, he proceed Pierce's Anurlc Tablet! (double itrength). and restores health and strength. All
you druggists.
Tou will, In a short time, find
Liquid or tablets. Tablets sell
vuipvuiiu, a trim, ror special ment takes them over, the President good repair and as complete equip-men- ed to mention the fundamental issues are one of .the firm Indorsers ofthat
Anurlc, for 60 cents.
advice in regard to inch alimenta wriU recommended legislation to authorize
as at present, and that the scv
agent which can he pro
as are thousand! of neighbor!.
A
to Lvdia E. Pinkham Medici Ca.A
their upkeep and betterment during eral roads will receive under federal for which Britain and her allies were
Step Into the drug store and ask for cured at all drug stores is "Pleasant Pel- Mass. The result of its forty yean the period of federal operation. Leg- management such compensation as is contending.
n of the
the dried
Anurlc, (80c a package) or send Dr. V. M.
islation to this effect is all contained equitablo and just alike to their own
First among these was the restora- Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., 10c for trial pkg. juice of the leaves of aloes and the roo
experience u at your servtca.
Dr.
jalap.
of
put
by
out
Pierce
near
First
many
potent
in the administration bills which ers and to the general public.
more
la
times
than
tion of Belgium and reparation for the Anurlo
ly fifty years ago.
llthia.
would appropriate a $500,000,000 fund Three-YeaMeant Business.
Injuries
Inflicted.
rescame
Next
the
r
Average Payment Basis,
She I like the way the men had oi (or government operation.
Fliers End Strike.
toration of Serbia, Montenegro and
Merely Lazy.
I
suggest
would
the average net rail
talking In the days of old when knight
During the recent strike of mechan
Text of President's Address.
The town clerk, sitting at his desk
way operating Income of the three the occupied parts of France, Italy,
were bold.
ics in the airplane engine factories at nt
The text of President Wilson's years ending June 30, 1917. I earnest and Rumania. France must have
the city hull, muses London
He How did they talk?
speech to Congress follows:
and to this end, the Coventry, England, h fleet of army air
iy
guarantees
recommend
that
these
wits nsked by a lady If she might
She They hnd a habit of saying;
Gentlemen of the Congress: I have be given by appropriate ' leeislation premier said, the British nation would planes flew from their aerodrome In the use the
telephone. Upon leaving she
"Ah, marry, will I!"
asked the privilege of addressing you ana given as promptly as
clrcum stand by the French democracy to the west of Knglund and circled over the put n threepenny-bi- t
on the desk.
in order to report that on the 28th of stances permit.
town,
through
scattering
the sfreets
death.
"There is no charge, madam," snld
December
of
during
recess
last,
the
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
I need not point out the essential
The question of Russia was touched thousands of leaflets appealing to the the clerk.
by local applications aa they cannot reach Congress, acting through the secre- justice of such guarantees
and thel upon, and Mr. Lloyd George said that strikers to return to work. Later In
"Oh, but you must take II," said lbs
the, diseased portion of the ear. There li tary of war, and under the authority
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness, conferred upon me by the act of Con- great Influence and significance as Britain, as well as America, France the day a chaplain attached to the lady.
present
in
ana tnai la ty a constitutional remedy, gress approved Aug. 29, 1916, I took elements
the
financial and and Italy would have been proud to naval ulr service In France flew from
"I'd ral her not," said the clerk, very
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE acta
industrial situation of the country, fight by the sido of the new
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces possession and assumed control of the Indeed, one of
Russian the front of Coventry In a seaplane, ar seriously. "You see, If I accept thll
the strong arguments democracy.
riving with an appeal from the men of money it becomes
oi tne system, catarrhal Deafness is railway lines of the country and the
the property of the
caused by an Inflamed condition of the systems of water transportation under for assuming control of the railroads
Rumania is to be protected, and the his air squadron to the strikers to go city. I must then make a report of
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
at this time is the
it
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a their control. This atep seemed to be ment. It Is necessary financial areu British and other allies are with Italy bnck. The strike was settled the fol to the
that the value
auditor; he must report It ta
rumbling; sound or Imperfect hearing, and imperatively necessary in the Interest
lowing
day.
of railway
when It Is entirely closed, Deafness la the of
should be Justly In her desire for complete union of the
the treasurer, who will take the money.
the public welfare, in the presence and fairly securities
result, unless the Inflammation can be re'
protected -- and that the people of the Italian race and tongue.
Then there will be other lengthy reduced and this tube restored to Its nor of the great tasks of war with which large
,
financial operations every year Of
GERMAN
SYRUP ports about it; und In nil the accepthe felt that while BOSCHEE'S
mal condtt'on, hearing may be destroyed we are now dealing.
As our experi
forever. Many cases of Deafness are ence develops difficulties and makes necessary in connection with the the breaking up of the dual kingdom
ance of this threepenny-bi- t
will entull
caused by Catarrh, which la an inflamed
maintenance,
operation
develop
Why use ordinary cough remedies,
was no part of the allied war alms, It
it clear what they are, I have deemed ment of the roads should,andduring
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
about two pounds' worth of work. Do
the was impossible to hope for
Syrup
German
when
Boschee's
has
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any it my duty to remove these difficulties
the removal
me a favor nnd take It back."
period or the war be wisely related
casa of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
so successfully for flfty-on- e
by HALL'S
be cured
CATARRH wherever I have the legal power to to the financial operations of the of causes of unrest in that part of been used
"You are very kind," said the lady.
years In all pnrts of the United
do so. To assume control of the vast government.
MEDICINE.
Europe unless genuine
"Not at all," said the clerk.
"I'm
All Druggists 78c. Circulars free.
railway systems of the country, I reStates' for coughs, bronchitis, colds
' F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
ment was granted the
only lazy."
alize a very heavy responsibility, but Prosecution of War Primary Object
lung
especially
the
In
thront,
settled
ian nationalities.
to fall to do so in the existing circumgives the patient a good
Our first duty Is, of course, to con
Great Men.
The Turkish empire, withlu the troubles. It
If you wish beautiful, clear white
stances would have been a much serve the common Interest and the
rest,
from coughing, with.
night's
free
The thoroughly great men are those greater. I
use Red Croas Bag Blue, At all
assumed the less responsi- common safety and to make certain homelands of the TurklHh race, with easy expectoration In the morning, clothes,
good
grocers. Adv.
who have done everything thoroughly.
bility rather than the weightier.
nothing stands in the way of Constantinople as Its capital, may be gives nature a chance to soothe the
that
and who have never despised anything,
the successful prosecution of the maintained. But the passage between Inflamed parts, throw off the disease,
Cause for Glee.
Arteries of the Army.
however sraull, of God's making.
great war for liberty and Justice, but the Mediterranean and Black sea must
"Sing ho! Sing hey!" chortled the
I am sure that I am speaking the it 4s an obligation of public con be internationalized and neutralized, helping the patient to regain his
John Kuskin.
health. Sold In all civilized countries. merry schoolboys us they came wendmind of all thoughtful Americans science and of public honor that the and in the British view, Arabia,
Ar
ing their way through the snow.
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress when I say that it is our duty as the private Interests we disturb should menia, Mesopotamia, Syria and Pales--. 80 and 00 cent bottles. Adv.
"Ah!" said we with a bland smile.
nsppy, makes clothes whiter than snow representatives of the nation to do be kept safe from unjust injury, and
tine
to
are
recognition
entitled
of
Arsenic Industry Controlled.
everything that it is necessary to do it is of the utmost consequence to
All good grocers. Adv.
"It Is Indeed a pleasure to observe
to secure the complete mobilization the government itself that all great their separate national conditions.
With the Idea of further conserving that the knowledge that your tnsk
The matter of the German colonies, the nation's food supply by protect- have been well
of the whole resources of America by financial operations Bheuld be sta
Kaiser Eats War Food.
and faithfully done
War menus recently figured on the as rapid and effective a means as can bilized and
with the all of which are now in the hands of ing It from Insect ravnges, President fills you with joy. Sing on, dear lads.
be
found.
Transportation
supplies
all
kaiser's table, for he Is reported to
financial operations of the govern the allies,' will be placed before a con- Wilson, In u proclamation, has placed and"
Unless it ment.
No borrowing should run ference,
whose decision,
however, the arsenic Industry of the United
have entertained (he chancellor, Von the arteries of mobilization.
"Aw, pickets !" I hey fleered In one
Hindenburg, and Von Ludendorff to be under a single and unified direc athwart the borrowings of the fed muBt consider the wishes and Inter States under direction of the food ad
voice. "The beating plant has broken
tion, the whole process of the nation's eral treasury and no fundamental
ests of the inhabitants the future
vegetable soup, pudding und cheese.
action Is embarrassed.
princi
values should anywhere be unneces- administration must be acceptable to ministration. The president's action down and our
comes In answer to a threatened short pal is freezing to denlh nt his desk.
was in the true spirit of America sarily impaired.
It
In the hands of the various tribes.
Soothe Itching Scalps.
age In the supply of arsenical Insecti- Hence we carol.
and It was right that we should first small investors in the country, as
hopplty.
The premier made brief reference to cides, which are the farmer's chief pro
On retiring gently rub spots of dan- try to effect the necessary unifica well as in national banks, the Insur
whoop,
Kansas City Stnr.
druff and Itching with Cutlcura OInt- tion under the voluntary action of ance companies, in savings banks, In the violations of international law tection for his crops against the on
ment.
Next morning shampoo with those who were In charge of the great trust companies, in financial agen committed by Germany, with' special slaught of "biting Insects."
Keepina- the Ouslitv lln
LAXATIVA, HUOMtlOIIIMINM th. U....M.
Cutlcura Soap and hot water. For free railway properties, and we did try it. cies of every kind, railway securities, emphasis on (hit sea, and the peace
Care for Cold end tínp, ! now
per box. On
samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, The directors of the railroads respond- the sum total of which runs up to conference, he declared, must not lose
tne adyanoe In tbe price of the en difTo keep clean and healthy take Dr. scooantor
Medtolnal. Concentrated HitrartjiKnri l!hm.
ferent
ed
to
genersome
promptly
mil
the
need
eleven
or
ten
thousand
and
mall,
by
sight
outrages
Boston."
druggists
of the
and
At
suffered by Brit- Pierce's Plensant Pellets. They regu- lean contained In LAX ATI VM BROMO
ously.
lions, constitute a vital part of the ish and other seamen and the services late liver, bowels and stomach. Adv. it wai necessary to Increase tbe price to VU1MNM,
tbe
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and BO. Adv.
It bae euiod tbe wit for a Quarter oí a Centunques
the
and
structure
of
credit
ury, ltis Bled pjeyerr Utilised tiatloa.
they had rendered.
Praises Executives.
stability
structure
of
tlonable
that
Chinese Bells.
Knitting Not Permitted.
"We are fighting for a Jubí and last
The group of railway executives must be maintained.
Self Deception Easy.
Chinese and Japanese bells are
Knitting, while permissible In the
ing peace," declared the premier In
who were charged with the task of
Nothing Is more easy than to de
to Undertake Work.
McAdoo
and are never swung, their actual
gallery
of
the
house
of
representatives
conclusion.
conditions
must
"Three
general
direcand
tones being produced by striking thera tion performed their task with patriThe secretary of war and I easily be fulfilled: First, the sanctity of In Washington, Is forbidden In the sen ceive one's self, as our affections ure
with wooden mallets.
otic zeal and marked ability, as was agreed that, in view of the many com- treaties must be
sec ate. A ludy wenrying of the discussion subtle persuaders. Demosthenes.
to have been expected, and did, 1 be- plex interests which must be safe ondly, territorial settlement must be In the house the other day, went over
lieve, everything that it was possible guarded and harmonized, as well as based on
European factories each weeli make
Mrs. Lnurn Berryhlll of Chattanooto the senate. While listening to die
the right of
ga, Tenn., recently obtained the fourth for them to do in the circumstances. because of. his exceptional experience
debate, she took out her knitting. Noth- about J1,(WO,(M)0 pounds of artificial
or
of
consent
governed;
the
the
If I have taken the task out of their and ability in this new field of gov
In her collection of divorces.
ing had been snld about It Hi the house, butter with cocoanut oil as n base.
hands, it has not been because of any ernmental action, the Hon. William G. lastly, the creation of an international
dereliction or failure on their part, McAdoo was the right man to as- organization to limit armaments and but when she began to knit in the sen-nt- e
Philadelphia may compel truants to
she was Immediately stopped. Senbut only because there were some sume direct administrative control of diminish the probability of war.
go to work In factories.
HEILTH WAS WRECKED things which the government
dignity
atorial
must
be
preserved.
can do this new executive task. At our re
He declared an independent Poland
3
and present management cannot. We quest he consented to assume the au- an urgent necessity for the stabillty of
Hstkutf Braatht Ktlltf Until Dou'i Wen Csti.
shall continue to value most highly thority and duties of organizer and Western Europe.
Wtnfaful IaprtTtmtat Wis Effect!
SWAMP-ROOPROVEN
T
the advice and assistance of these gen- director general of the new railway ad"1 had such awful cutting pains
"To secure those conditions the Brit
tlemen, and I am sure we shall not ministration. He has assumed those
in tne small of my back and hips, I
duties, and his work Is in active pro ish Empire is prepared to make even
find them withholding it.
AIDS WEAK KIDNEYS
oiten naa to cry out," says Mrs. Er
It is probably too much to ex- greater sacrifices."
It had become
nest Wlethoelter, 550 Madison St,
unmistakahlv gress.
pect that even under the unified rail
St Charles, Mo. "The pain was plain that only under government way
No British statesman since the be
administration which will now be
Kniie-itk- e
administration can the entire equipThe symptoms of kidney and bladder
and I couldn't turn in bed,
ginning of the war has given such a
can
be
economies
sufficient
possible
ment
systems
of the several
in fact I was almost
of trans- effected in the operation of the rail- detailed and explicit statement of Brit- troubles are often very distressing, and
portation be fully and unreservedly
helpless. My feet and
leave the system in a
condition.
thrown into common service without ways to make it possible to add opto ain's war alms as contained in the The kidneys seem to suffer most, as alankles swelled badly,
equipment
and
extend
their
tholr
premier's
was
which
address,
deliver
injurious discrimination against par
my hands were puffed
most every victim complains of lame back
the pres ed before the
r
conference
up and there were
ticular properties and unembarrased erative facilities as much asupon
and urinary troubles which should not be
extraordinary
demands
their
ent
of the labor leaders in Westminster neglected, as these danger' signals often
common use be made of all tracks,
swellings
under my
without re hall.' Three hundred delegates were lead to more dangerous
eyes.
terminals, terminal facilities and use will render desirable treasury
kidney troubles.
to
sorting
for
the
national
equipment of every kind.
"I often got so
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
present
also Sir Auckland Geddes,
and
which, so
funds.
the
dizzy I had to sit
minister of national service, and many people say, soon heals and strengthNo Big Shakeup.
Wwstttt
Urges Congress to Respond Promptly. George H. Roberts, minister of labor. ens the kidneys, is a splendid kidney,
down to keep from
liver and bladder
Only under that authority can new
falling and my health was completeand, being
it is not possible it will, of course, George N. Barnes, member of the war an herbal compound,medicine,
has a gentle healterminals be constructed and devel- - be If necessary
ly broken down. The kidney secre
Distemper Can Be Controlled
to resort to Congress cabinet, presided.
ing
on
effect
the
kidneys,
is alwhich
ped
without regard to the require for grants of money for that purpose.
tions pained terribly In passage and
bj nelng Pa. Patid Bobiiitb'
most
immediately
noticed
in
most
cases
ments or limitations of particular The secretary of the treasury will adin spite of 8,11 the medicine I took,
FEVER PASTE iiS'o
by
who
those
use
it.
roadB.
But under government ad- vise with your committees with re- New Earthquakes Destroy Guatemala.
I kept getting worse until I was a
WHITE LINIMENT
will
A
and
trial
convince
anyone
may
who
ministration all these things will be gard to this very practical aspect of
wreck.
Read the
Washington, Jan. 7. Guatemala be in need of it. Better get a bottle from
possible not Instantly, but as fast the matter. For the present I sug"By chance I rend about Doon'i
Practical Home Veterinarias
nearest drug store, and start treatas practical difficulties, which cannot gest only the guarantees I have indi- City has been completely destroyed your
Kidney Pille and bought some. After
Send for free booklet oa Abortiost
In Cows. If no dealer to tou town.
be merely conjured away, give way cated and such appropriations as are by earthquake shocks Thursday and ment at once.
I had used half a box there was a
writ
However, if you wish first to test this
before the new management.
change and I continued to improve ;
necessary at the outset of this task. Friday which followed those late in great preparation send ten cents to Dr. lr. toll looerti' 1st U, 100 tmi kmm, Wwieekt, Win
swellings
pains,
the
aches and
left
The common administration will I take the liberty of expressing the December. Messages received by the Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
BO mora nnMM
and my health returned."
be carried out with as little disturbhope that the Congress may grant State Department said the loss of life sample bottle. When writing be sure and
Smallnox. ArmaTYPHOID
Sworn to before me,
bu demonstrate
ance of the present operating organ- these promptly and ungrudgingly. We last week Is
paper.
mention
this
Adv.
greater
to
he
el
estimated
meet niraculoue mttL.
the
WM. F. WOLTER, Notary PuWc.
izations and personnel of the rail are dealing with great matters, and
Cacy, and bannlennett, of Antityphoid Vaccination,
resulting
than
that
from
the
earlier
ALMOST TWO YEARS LATER,
Be Ticclnated MOW by your phytlclan,
ways as possible.
will, I am sure, deal with them
Eat Them Quickly.
roo aod
pour family. It Is more vital than houte Inturenca,
shocks.
May 25, 1917, Mrs. Wlethoelter said :
Nothing will be altered or dis greatly.
storage
egg,
12 cents, Is the
One
nt
your phyilclan, druggist, or lend tor "Hare
Aik
"I think as highly of Doan'i as ever;
rmhad Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccina.
weekly egg ration of Berllners. The
Whenever I hove used them, they
emits from
and danger from Typhoid Curlers.
McAdoo Cuts Passenger Service.
papers stnte that as a large part of fTHE CUTT nte,LABORATORY,
have benefited me."
BEÍKtLCY, CAL.
BE
also
to
MAY
RAISED.
distribute the burdens of the
DRAFT AGE
Washington.
To
locomotives
free
the eggs from which this modest raMoeticia VAcemta a situea urnnt . a. ear. ucisaa
Cat Doen'e at Any Store, 60s a Box
war. There are plenty of young men and crews for the more important
tion is derived are products of the re
has freight transportation, 20 per cent of frigerator, buyers nre urged to "fetch
Crowder Warns That Limit May Be for the first fighting, Crowder
shown, but he also points out there is the through passenger trains on the them promptly nnd consume them
Knqnira for th
CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.
Made 40 or 45 Years.
J. H. WILSON
a danger óf "Injuring the coming gen- Eastern, railroads, were discontinued without unnecessary delay."
WJson Never Break Trace SADDLERY CO,
Q tiaras teed'
DENVER
Washington. Increasing the draft eration" by taking away too many of by approval of Director General McDenver hns a woman street cur conage from 31 to 40 or 45 years is one of the "aggressively patriotic young Adoo. Tbe running schedule of othPARKER'S
men." .
ers win be reduced to lower speed ductor.
la risky to neglect. Take It In hand, and
the "probabilities of the future," ac
HAIR BALSAM
.
Out of the 10,683,249 men between to facilitate the movement of freight
afegoard your health by promptly taking
A
preparation of merit,
toilet
cording; to Provost Marshal Crowder
flrlr to eradloate dandroO,
the ageo of 81 andy45, Crowder esti- trains. This policy, announced by the When Your Eyes Need Care
Color and
report
ForRestorint
to
the
comprehensive
in his
mates 3,525,472 are unmarried, and director general, will be gradually exBeauty to Gray or Faded HaJr.
Try
Eye
Remedy
Murine
tl.OOat llnigY'tta.
and
fro.
secretary of war.
that 39 per cent, of the latter figure, tended to affect train service throughNo Smarting Jnt Nye Comfort. 60 cents at
Droguista or mall. Write for free Btb Book.
The draft of the older men should or 1,389,388, would be accepted for out the country.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
EI BSJILBDX CO., CillOAUO
ttUBlttH
be mrJnly for skilled war labor, but service under the present regulations.

"BEST MEDICINE WILSON ASKS
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The Spanish American

The Yaquis who killed some 90
passengers in a train in Mexico
are untutored savages. They
IRVIN OGDEN, SP
have no Kultur. They cut off
AND
PUBLISHER
EDITOR
no hands, gouged out no eyes,
burned none of the victims at
Sibicriptioa $1.50 Fcr YuiJ
skinned none of them
Entered us
matter at the the stake,
alive nor did they
buried
none
postoflice in Roy, New Mexico
chop off their torguesvnor breasts
Simple barbarians!
--

Kmjistirbd A no OUT VI,

second-clai-

1911.

a

'

nary Forec.ir KiiVfl
fathers stated in the Declaration

N

Cold, Dry Air Healthful.
Cold, dry air la generally considered
healthful and stimulating hy medical
nuthorltlca. Metabolic processes arc
active, and If tho body la properly protected against excessive heat loss,

Iir.ve

An acre originally meant In both

JT"

Anglo-Saxo- n

,

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

rs

,

k

Ct-ur-

pffieirncv.

At the first conference cf Mr. Me- Adoo in the year with his advisers awl
executives, it was decided to put additional ships, now controlled by the
.shipping board, into service carrying
oal from Hampton Roads to New England. The number of vessels whichcan be spared will be determined tomnrrnw.
Hundreds of telegrams pouring into
'
the railroad aclministrauon ioia oi
troina or individual cars apparently
reports
lost i yard confusion. These
Tarred to railroad executivesinstructions to clear out the stallpos- ed freight as fast as physically
sible.
Early action to divide the country
5tn nnorntini districts, with gQV.nmpnt annerviser over each, and pos
sibly a federal railroad agent for each
upon
has been urged strongly VlO
state,
.
anil
n
'j
Director oenerai bcauw
said to be considering this policy.

mile South of
Liberty School. L. A. Canon
my crib,

,hi

One of the things we hope
Government Control of the railroads will remedy occurred Sunday on this branch. Fiva empty
coal cars billed for a coal camp
in southern Colorado, and 80
miles distance over the Rocky
Mountain road wefe hauled back
to Tucumcari and around the
Rock Island, 700 miles. This
does not appeal to us as
a saving of motive power but oí
course there are a lot of mistakes
to be made in learning.
pro-ceedu- re

Harry Lammon, and Mr. Hunter drove in from their ranches
at Kephart Wednesday on fusi-nesHarry's new Ford makes
a trip to Roy a pleasure instef d
of a hardship as it used to be.

1--

2

C.hih
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. - fj

CLUB PAYS
CLUB PAY3
CLUB PAYS
CLUB PAYS

HAVE

AND

;

Am Immense

Diamond.

J
cf Cardinal's Red Hat.
a tradition tüut the red hat ;
It
of th- cardinal Is lw to the follinw-- "
The Count es oí
lng circumstance :
Flandlr nunplalncd t Innocent tlw

Oíñgii
1

t
in a greisí asst'mblage'Hli
iiiüniils Smva
coiilr) mit distinguish
abbot anrt other grettfr personage
the rtuinih. Accord! fflsty, at the, Ktm- cil at Lyn In V24H, the pope prescribed that the red hut should rt

Fourth-tha-

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM,
O. W.

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Jean

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Roy Trading Co.

'

R. C. GrunÍg,

swift-movin-

"The Store That Buys Your Produce"

best pieces of fiction,
ever written by that

Rebekah Degree

popular writer,

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
N, G.
Grace W. Gibbs
Grace V. Ogden Secy.

Francis Lynde
Our New

Sure

Be

Serial

ta Read It

Visiting Sisters welcome
Getting Some Place.
"Selfishness don't git yoa nowhere,"
said Uncle Ebeiu. ."De man. dat makes
de most of his opportunities is de man
dat makes de most opportunities for
other folks."

Are Your Bowels Clogged
The bowels are the sewerage system
of the body. You can well imagine the
result when they are stopped up as is
the case m constipation, As purgative
you will find Chamberlains Tablets excellent. They are mild' ana gentle, in
their action. They also improv the
digestion.

Tom J.

Tatlob. jr., A'wrUcto

.

AÍ1

Lands and Tbwn Property in
Mora County.

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

'SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Col F. Ó. WHITE

His address is MILLS N. '
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
Royt
n
Office.New Mexico.
-

Spanish-America-

'.'.

WE HAVE A

REAL-ESTAT-

E

.

AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Al Matters entrusted to us dispatched with PromiiUew and Accuror
Your Buhíbcss Kfsiieotlulljr Solicited

A..

AA.AAAAAAA AAA

N. G.

,

Wm. G. Johnson Sec'y.

ments. It is one' of the

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are t lso prepared;
to furnish Abstracts on t se Lands. J

s.

wel-

come.

is interesting right from
the beginning,ingenious,
g
and with
plenty of exciting mo-

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to

Hearn. Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Let us Show (You

.

or

Kveryone eqeaks well of ChamberCough Remedy after having
used it. Miy. Geo. Lewis, Pittstteld,
N. Y., has this toiay regarding it:
"Last winter my little boy, five years
old, was nick with a cold for two or
three weeks. I doctored him and used
various coutrh medicines but .nothing
did him much good until I began using
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy He then
improved rapidly and in a few days
was over his cold."

'

P.M.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

g

A swifter metamorphosis
than that which transforms this character
would be hard to imag-inea better story than
that in which he appears
hard to find.

Soon Over tíis Cold

U. Stuonu. County Treasurer

7

2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
Solano, 3, P. M.
R. L. MATTHEW. Pastor,

ROY

curity.

The wood sawed in stove
lengths ready now. As good as
At the Lee
coal and cheaper.
j West place 9 miles soath of Roy.
$5. 00 a cord. 4x4x8 feet,
Go a mile South of Guthmans,
and take angling road to southeast. Good road.
UPTON Bros.

O.

11 A.M.

CHRISTIAN'

necKties. Two hours
later this same individual is plain JohnM.Smith,
fugitive from Justice,
charged with murder,
hiding in a freight car,
beating his way ta se-

Higher Mathematics
One day during my grandson's third
year I gave him several nieces of
candy to divide, with his little playthat tliKtlto! mate; Virginia says a contaibntor to
the i(iip; and ever
symwlif the cardlntrs rank ha been an eschange. When he came Into the
a redr bat. Since tike year 1464 red U0UK8 I asked him if he divided his
role lwve been wra by cartJUiails; candy with Virginia, and this was nil
"Ye, grandma, I gave Vlr
the purple robes, wbkto were dx.'eed reply
by EHnil'aw the Kigfcth. are won only giiiKti one piece and took one myself
then. I gave her another piece and took
'n Lent and Advent.
another for myself, then there wus
one piece Mt and I ate that. Then
we both had two pieces."

in position to make very low
prices considering the present
market value.

Bradley,

Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11 A. M., 7.30,P. M.

J. Montague
Smith

f

lain's

11 A. M.

Mosquero,

BAPTIST

banK' cashier, darling of society,
interested in socKs and

prwnt are
troducctf where
not known to a certain extent-;- that Is,
thnt nothing untoward has BapiK'ned,
publicly, at least, that would make
any urmsual mifcject apply
to anyone especfally.

at

Mosquero,

ANNUALLY.

easy-goin-

Is a prent deal finplled In tBirse few
words. Vo elVectv Is meant thiitmibjects
of conversation should be carefully ln- -

P. SL.

Pastor

Bradley, 7.00 P. U

familiarly Known, as
"Monty boy," young,

"Ont-phoul- d

at Mills
a m and 7:30 p m

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

Roy Trust & Savings Bank
FOR SALe:- - Two dozen White
well bred,
Wandotta hens,
750 each,. Enquire at

and 7:30 p m

W. C. Heaton,

j

f

On Ranges especially we are

11

MEMBEROF YCUR

EVERY

Christian

at Roy

'11am

2nd and 4th Sunday

12.75

3d Sunday,

Let-!card- g

BURIAL CASKETS.

63.75
25.50

INTEREST

4 PER CENT

WE ADD

Af-rl-n

HEATING STOVES,
RANGES, FURNITURE, and

3rd Sunday
Church

$127.fc0

FAMILY DO SO, TOO.

S--

One of the Largest and Best Assorted Stocks f
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
in this section. We carry a big line of

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regulaixtíervices as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

1st Sunday

JOIN YOURSELF

'

Besides

Methodist Episcopal Church

OUn CHRISTMAS BANKING CLUB IS FOR EVERYONE
GIRLS AND WOMEN, MEN AND EOYS, THE CHILDREN
AtlD THE BABY.
YOU CAN START WITH 10 CENTS, 5 CENTS, 2 CENTS.
OR 1 CENT AND INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT THE SAME
AMOUNT EACH WEEK.
IN 50 WEEKS

A Big diamond has been found In a
The above letters will rera&Iii
mine in GMtitalnnd West (South
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
TRn tuno l innhHT mtored.
days and if uncalled for at, thennd weighs four hundred and forty
uarter of a pound.
end of t'.iat timeP auie wiH be carats bout
fs not a rccard as rethis
sent to ihe Diviw ot Ded
R Js he filltsttnt hM
terK San Francist California
the
.or
fuUni in that sectien-oJetWrs;lCnIntr7When tailing Uit above.
'
please say AUVKETlSED,r
Etiquette.
bel
thie cent pos ta4a Due will
Tlicre Is an anclcnt saying that
collected on any if the abave
never spwik of a rope ti a man
whoso father ws hanged," imd there
letters delivered.

Wm. G. J oimoN,

i,

$30.00 OR f 250.00

Jan. 2, 1918,
The following isa list of letters
remaining in the Post Office, at
Koy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to Dec 17

J. D. Archnletta
Mrs. SalomtS. Trijillo

Priest in charge?

WITH THE LARGEST PAYMENT
EACH WEEK.
PAY IN BO CENTS
G.oo,
$1.00 OR $3.000 WEEKLY AND IN 60 WEEKS HAVE

LETTERS
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,

Chateau,

Rev. Fr.

a.tí
tina put your wiuareii

ADVET;TI8K0

Bralquin Romero
Visiente T, Vigil
Sencion Ribera
Santos Martinez
F. E. Boysinger

CATHOLIC

FIRST AND DECREASE.YOUR PAYMENTS
WE ALSO HAVE CLUBS WHERE YOU

Y

El Dorado Hotel

ait visitors.

YOU CAN BE&li

At the Kitchell Hotel.
-

ifr

Comea in, get Bank Books

Dr. If. S. Murdoch, Deutist,
will be in Roy Jan. 21 to 27.

Daily Thoiijhi

i,

M;iss once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.

oo-!

nilDPR ih-- MMnnc
A single gniieful thought turnitl
Washington, Jan. 1. Coal trains i ifuvetnvard is ilu wont perfect praye.went forward today under new govLes.il;!
ernment orders ba.cd on the belief of
director General McAdoo, that rail
way congestion rather than actual
snortage, is responsible for the fuel
lamine in many districts.
Upon receipt of reports that hunUnder new Management
dreds of loaded coal cars were on sida.
ings all existing priority orders for the Charles Chapman, Proprietor.
enure country were suspended bv Boh
ert S. Lovett, priority director of the
r
industries board, on recommenda
lion or the director general. This i&
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
expected to result in Quicker move
rrtent of the entire mass of congested Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
i reigns.
A quiet, homelike Hotel
President Wilson, it was learned toone block from the
night, will go before congress Friday
to present his recommendations for
Depot, in the
legislation to make government operMain Business District
ation fully effective and to provide for
compensation of the carriers, and legislation which has already been drawn Tourists and Land-Seekewill be introduced immediately after
his address. Some officials think there Will find this- the right place.
will be a vigorous fight over the question of whether the legislation should
FOR SALE Four good Milk Cówt-be effective only for the period of the
giving milk, one fresh. Thrfy are
all
war and a limited time thereafter, or
snouid remain in force until specific- all extra good mas.
L. A. NugenRoy, N. M., ESD I
ally repealed or modified by congress.
Representatives of the railroads were
to have appeared tomorrow before the
Prefers Chamberlain
senate interstate commerce committee, but when word came that the
"In the coursH of a conversation
president desired to address congress
Chambealair) ifedicine Co.'s repwith
Friday they asked permission to withhold their statements. The committee resentative today, we bad occaaiom tt
way the merit of
instead will hear Commissioner Atchi- discuss in a genei-son of the interstate commerce com- their different preparations. At 6is
mission and then probably postpone suggestion I take pleasure in express
further hearing until the president's in,' my estimation of Chamberlain
message has been received.
Cough Remedy. I have a family of
Director General McAdoo ordered riix children and hxve used this renc-dy- u
that the Pennsylvania company's tunmy home U
year. I consider
nel under the Hudson river, heretofore
only cough remedy on the rr-ke- t,
it
the
restricted exclusively to passenger
as I haT6 tried nearly all kinds."
trains, be used to hasten coal supplies
C. Roa, Publñber, Hamilton
Earl
into the heart of New York City. That
Ilepublicaa Newf. Syracuse, "San.
by
significant
considered
was
action
hour
indicated
railroad men because it
determined the government is to us
r
200 bushel ear CORN
.all facilities to their 'utmost, regardat
per.
bushel
Sale,
promote
$1.50
to
practices,
less of previous

Mif.-I.UJ.IAN Giunkr, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock'.
A cordial welcome extended to

nextXmas?
will .have,

a.--s

.

E,

Y. P. S. C.

An Acre.

I

.

only

:Myra 0. JiFFHr.rs, President

a field of any
Independence - - - "Mankind Latin and
size.
As a measure of land It Mas
more dispuse! to sullVr, while first
defined under Edward I of Engevils are mi (it ruble,
than to land
the amount that a yoke of
nj'ht themselves by abolishing oxen could plow In a day. It was under the reign of George U'. that a uni!ei in;; to which they have been
form standard was given to thl3 na:i;c
HERE'S TO OLD GLORY, GOD (customed" Cut they said more 4.S0O square yards.
if you will re;:d the rest of that
BLESS HER!
parapr;:p, and if an intelligent
Peo ih? Special Herman'
If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the rilixensiiip Ke our.s vi;l s;iimu Offt'riís at Our Store on
lo tyranny,
pot. John A. Dix,
i.r.í'.Titi ion and un- - all Winter
goods, including-LacK- es'
with
fair met hot: s,
frinmid Hats,
more than munviur about it.
Sweaters, Cloaks, Underthey are not worthy sons of wear, etc.
Kevolulior.r.ry
sires. We (it n't
ROY, TRADING Co.
kiowas we blame some usurpers
t f authority for going their iimil
VOTl SAT.E-GPoland Cliina
if the people here w ill tamely hoar, comin,' one vear old. One of
submit to their persecution. Stop the test unregistered hogi on the niepa
Jack Mahoney, Roy, N. M.
talking and DO something is our
advice.

IS

Wl ih.

WKZMVXIWMX

ben.

t.

(

f

COAL TRAIN'S SO FORWARD

Your
Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.
IVEY Supt'
F,

at

BANKING
CLUB'

(.snulllcs) Is favored by chill
accu.-lur.:e-

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

CHRISTMAS

well-bein- g

Ins the animals after tliey
to heat.

Church Directory

THIS LITTLE ONE
JOINED OUR

of
are dominant
There Is little exact physiologic evidence bearing on this condition. Physicians have f liown Hint respiratory Infection of ra'.'Mls villi bacillus

A5

This nation, under God, (hall
have a new birth of freedom,
and that government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, (hall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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Different Methods."
Many women get a red nose from
shedding too many' tears-ovea man
who got a red nose from taking too
many "uuile." Faru Life.
r

íJíitr

,

THE

-w
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Markets

C.

By Cassidy Commission Co.
Following last week's strong
market, receipts were heavier
this week, which resulted in a
slow and lower market. The
trade in steer3 was fairly active
but prices today are closing 15 to
25 under
Friday with aood
many sales 35 to 40c. oil.
The
weighty feeders in only fair flesh
were earlp sellers, the feeder
buyers being in the competitior,
but even this class Í3 closing a
little lower for the week. The
best heavy cornfed steers sold at
$13.25 Wednesday. Range cattle
scarce.

lst

Our sheep

and lamb market
has been active all week and prices today are closing 25 to 50cents
over last week, Top lambs sell-

,

ing at $17.10.

Yearlings $12.50

to $13.50.
Wethers $11.50 to
.$12.50. Ewes $10.30 to $11.30.
loats $.25 to $7.50,

Sí-S-

l

'CHE

Mark Twain's Pleasant Little Speech.
In one of Mark Twain's letters, published in Harper's Magazine, appears
nn account of his visit to the Jameson
raiders when they were In prison In
Africa, In 1S00. He
Pretoria, in
made n characteristic speech to them
that seemed to amuse them Immensely. "I advised them nt considerable
ientlii" says the humorist, "io stay
where they were they would get used
to It nnd like it presently; If they got
out they would only get in somewhere
else by the look of their countenances ,
and I promised to go and seo the
president nnd do what I couh: to get
him to double their jr.il term I"

'

UNIVERSAL CAR

I

Nl-Sw-

.R o y il arag e
and LIVERY
Cars Housed and Cared for

f

At Reasonable Rates.

Making Naito.

Illustration of the

dif-

Repair Work

ference between old and new lucilmds
ordinary common nail. Formerly the metal was cut Into sti lus anil
lien forged Into shape villi hammers,
and an expert look nlmv.: one mii'iiti-Jna half fur each uali. Today they
are made of cteel 'unit tire lighter
and stronger. Strips are cut will:
8 ten m shears end fed Into uutoiuntU
machines. One man tends three machines, dropping n nail every second
Is the

in outlining plans under which an increased allotment of sugar will be con-

fectioners and manufacturers of nonessential food products containing
sugar.
The 50 per cent allotment to which
confectioners were limited when the
sugar shortage became acute in October, will be increased to 80 per cent
when the supply again become's normal, it was announced, but continuance of this ratio will depend upon
the efforts of manufacturers to reduce the sugar content of confectionery and soft drinks by substituting
other sweetening materials.
Through a misunderstanding, food
administration officials in New York
last week announced that refiners already had been instructed to increase
the allotment to confectioners to 80
per cent and that the full pre-wallowance would be made when conditions had returned to normal. It
was explained tonight that the maximum allotment would be GO per cent
of normal and that all manufacturers
would be required to reduce the sugar
contents of their products as far as

Cliff and Cave Dwellers.
The cliff dwellers knew nothing of
the use of metals. Their knives were
nitric from the hones of the deer, highly polished and very sharp. Their
household utensils consisted of pottery
jars and casks tundo of fiber and covered with n substance resembling modern varnish. Although the curliest
"llff dwellers were prehistoric, cave
livers have existed In almost every
:ge of the world. The nnclent llorites
lerlved their name from their practice of living in caverns and subterranean nbodes.
possible.

NOTICE Full PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oilice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Dec. 6, 1917
Office ht Santa Fe New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that
24.
1917
Dec.
Roy N. M. Who
Notice is hereby given that Ira Earl Andrzej Kempa of
on Feb. 11, 1913 made II. E. No 014772
Mills Nev Mexico
who
of
on
for SU'1-SE- :
Sec 25 and SEJ-SNova,71914
26 Twp. 2')N. Rng. 2(1 E
Sectim
made HE No. 022108
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
j,
for
U'i intention to
make Final Three year
Section 24
NEJ:
Proof, to establish claim to the land
21
24
N. Range
E, N. M. P. described, before F. H.
Township
Foster, U. S.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention Commissioner at Kov, N. JU., on the
tomake three Year Proof, to establish 13th day of Feb. 1918.
claim to the land above described, beClaimant names as witnesses:
fore F. II. Foster U S Commissioner Fmnk Sclmltz Stanislaus RychlewskI
at Roy N. M. on Feb. 9 19R
Anton Kvvieciej
1 bomas Zablockl
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Rey New Mexico
C. W. Daniels
Alvin Lutk
PAZ VALVERDE,
C.C. Till
CD. Horn
Register.
All of Mills N. M,
FRANCISCO DELGADO
JACK P. MILLS
2
ltegister
.

ish empire.

An excellent

ar

Dr. H. S. Murdoch, Dentist,
will be at the Kitchell Ho-

tel in Roy Jan. 21 to 27.

An Atlantic Port, Jan. 1. The entente allies are entering the hardest
period of the war, but a period which
will prove richest in decisive results
"if we know how to play a good game,
and its issue will be decided in the
next six months," according to Capt.
Andre Tardieu, French high commis
sioner to the United States, who returned to this country today. He will
Preserving Flowers.
go to Washington tomorrow.
A method of preserving the rmtn-rThe commissioner first arrived in
colore of flowers consists In dust- this country last May. He returned
ing salle? lie add on tne plants as they to France in November and his governHe In the press and removing It with ment decided to continue his official
n brush when the flowers nre quite title for a period of six months.
dry. Red colors in particular arc well
While Captain Tardieu pointed to
preserved by this agent. Another meth- the possibility of a strong German atod of applying the same preservative tack on the western front during this
Is to use a solution of one part of winter, he is "absolutely confident that
salicylic in fourteen of alcohol by it will be another Verdun," he decalr-eor cottonmeans of blotting-pape- r
in a statement.
wool soaked In It and placed nhovennd
The urgency of an enormous eco
below the flowers. Powdered horade nomic effort was emphasized by the
French representative in this stateadd yields nearly as good results.
ment:
"The battle is not only on thé battle
field. 1 have told the French, with
O.A SALE, B.S. M D , Ass't Surgeon complete frankness, what America ex
pects from them in the way of reERMA HALL, Superintendent
strictions and new sacrifices. I am
coming back to explain here the necTHE PLUMLEE HOSPITAL essary sacrifices that Frahce and her
allies are expecting from America for
OA RUS PLUMLEE,
victory."
Chief Surgeon
Men, wheat, oil, ships and locomotives are the things most needed and
Eyed Tested and Glasses which America is able to give, Capt.
Correctly Fitted,
Tardieu said.
"The French army has never been
Í
We Guarantee Optical Work to more magnificent," the British army
"is equally superb" and the "AmeriGive Feriect Satistaction.
can army is increasing day by day,"
Capt. Tardieu said in speaking of the
All work of this kind, is strictly (morale
of the allied forces.

anics
STA.
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Davenport Bro'saroprietors
New Mex.
ROY,

NOTICE

Office

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

E

Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Solano,

Rural-Communi-

ty

Set-vice-

-

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Clayton,
N. M.
Doc. 27 1917

Office

Prompt Attention
at Solano, New Nexico.

SEJ,

EEi-Nw-

Stomach Trouble

J,

NK1-SW-

karasitism.
of spldcr-nnd-ñThere Is nn
rclntions widen fabulists nnd naturalists alike have overlooked. A correspondent, who has brought the microscope to boar on many housellles. finds
that the purnsite upon that hateful
lasect is often an immature spider.
Too weak yet to spin Its web, It makes
Newly Built and Equipped the fiy ita winged palfrey, and courses
from place to place at tho will of Its
captive, either unUl Pegasus perishes
Nice, Clean, New Rooms and naturally, or, presumably, until the
Good Nursing.
rider la able to make a meal of his
charger. This, If confirmed, seeins to
Care for both Medical and Sur- carry us a step further In the study of
parasitism and conunensaliam. Longical Cases.

The Plunilee
HOSPITAL
ROY,
New Mex.

y

don Chronicle.

.

We

abo have new COTTAGES

.

Mouth Decorations.

with

SLEEPING PORCHES,
It Is ntuuzlng how ldcus of beautj
Separate from the Main Building vary with latitud and longitude. It.
Japan, tho professional beauty love
Tubercular Patients.
golden jeeth, in India
to appear

Alejandro Gonzales 8nd S.E.Paxton
Mora County
Roy, N. Mex, Jose I. Arguello and Office
of the Commissioner of Public
Seberiano Maynez, of Pasamonte N, Lands,
Mix.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

o',

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Notice is hereby given that,
pursuant to the provisions ot an act of
Congress, approved June 20th, 1910,
Waterproofing Concrete.
To stop leakugo through concrete, laws of the State of New Mexico and
such as tunnel walls, clean the walls and the rules and regulations of the
thoroughly and paint with a solution State Land Office, the Commissioner
consisting of eight nnd three-quartof Public Lands will offer at pupliosale
pound of zinc sulphate dissolved In to the highest bidder, at 2 o'lock, P.M.
a gallon of water. The zinc sulphate on Wednesday, February 27th, 1918. in
'a HI uct on the lime In the cement, the town of Mora, County of Mora
and
forming Insoluble calcium sulphate and
State of New Meico, in front of the
zinc hydroxide, which fill up the pores
court house therein, the following de'
In the concrete.
sreibed tracts of land, viz.
2-- 2

Sale No. 944 All of Sec 36, Township
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
with
2o, North, Range 26 East, containing
she prefers (Loin stained red, but i; Department of the Interior, U. S. Land 640 acres, Imprvements consist of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Certain parts of Sumatra no lady whe
fencing, value $200.00.
Dec. 5, 1917
respected herself would condescend to
have any front teeth at nil. They are
Notice is hereby given that Charley Sale No. 945 - N, SEJ, Ni SWJ, SEJ
removed the moment they appear, and Burks of
Delia vt;n New Mexico who onlsWl." Seo. lfi: T. 20 N.. R. 2iE.. con.
try
atriclly' Suppressed If they should
Dee. 17. 1914, made. H. E. No. 01Í994 taining 600 acres, Improvements con
again.
W'i-Sfor SWJ Sec. 22
sist of fencing, value $262.50.
áec. 27Twp22N. Rng 2!)E. N. M. P.
Soc. 10, T.
Meridian
has
filed notice of in- Sale No. 946 - Swl-SwBible Mention of Eoony.
There Is oti.v one reference In the tention to make final three year proof, 20N., R. 2fiE., eonlaioing 40 acres.
Bible- to ebony. It occurs only in Ezra
to establish claim to the land above de- Improvements consist of fencing, value
27:1", as .:m of the most Important
scribed,
before
F. H.
Foster $50.00.
commodities Imported into Tyre.
U S com, at Roy N. Mex. on the
No bid on the above described tracts
12th day of Feb. 1918.
of land will be accepted for less than
Claimant names as witnesses:
$10.00 per acre, which is the appraised
Lyle Hazen
E. L. Frazier
value thereof and in addition thereeo
Emclio Gonzales
A.T.Carter
the successful bidder must pay for the

Those wanting Cottage rooms
should engage them in advance
as these Cottages are occupied as
fast as we can build and, equip
them.

--

J,

Carus Plumlee, M.D.
O.A. SALE, B.S. M.D. Ass't Physician
LCRMA HALL,
Superintendent.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

All of De Haven New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE

112

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Santa FeNew Mexico.
Dec. 4, 1917
NOTICE is hereby given that Clara
viiller of HuxtonNew Mexico, Whoot
July 17 1913. made H. E. No. 0191137 for
J
i,
and NWi-SSection 10 Twp 1PN. Rng. 24K N.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
o make Three Year Proof, to estab-iscaim to the land above described
jefure Anselmo Gonzales U. S. Com.
it Trujillo N. M. on Jan. 171918.

j

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

NE1-NW-

N. Mex.

ROY,
NOTICE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
' Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
December 18, 1917

December 18, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Fred M.
Dcitz of Mosquero, Union county, New
Mexico, who, on December 19, 1914,
made Homestead Entry, No. 010048,
for the NWVi Section 35, Twp. 19N.,
Range 28E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
18th day of February, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Grover C. Hamilton, Robert F.
Moore, and Ralph Hazen of Mosquero,
Union County, N. M.; and Tony J.
Heimann of Albert, Union county, New
Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

one-ha-

lf

1' Quintitna
J. M, Howe

Notice is hereby given that Grovei
Hamilton, of Mosquero, Union county, New Mexico, who, on Septembei
16, 1914, made Homestead Entry, Ser
No. 018488, for the SWtf, Sec. 11.
Twp. 19N., Rng. 28E., N. M. P. M..
has filed notice of intention to make

Final Three Year Proof to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his' office at Roy, N. M., on tht
12th day of February, 1918.

12-1-

5

FRANCISCO DELGADO
Register.

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your

patent or warranty deed and
our mortgage need not bear but
Claimant names as witnesses:
3 percent interest.
Come in and
Fred M. Deitz, Robert F. Moore, aw
Ralph Hazen all of Mosquero, Unioi; let us talk to you about your
county, N. M., and Tony .1. Heimann
of Albert, Union county, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Prefer Irregular Lines.
The straight lino is an abomina
tlon to the Chinese. They endenvoi
to avoid it In their streets nnd build
lugs, and have banished it complete
where country field paths are con
They Will always substituti
cerned.
a curve wherever possible or thej
will torture It with a zigzag. To the
Chinese mind the si rnight line Is sug
gestlvo of death and demons,

-

Great Burma Rice Crop.
Burma Is the world's largest producer of rice nnd, though less than a
tenth of the crop Is exported, even
then her exports constitute more than
half the rice which comes Into International trade. The Bnrnia rice crop
nllllnn ton a
averages twenty-eigh- t
year, and upwards of two and
million tons are exported.

Claimant names as witnesses:
V. Quintana
K. B. Cropp
All of Trementina New Mexico.

'

C.

First Submarine Cable.
The first submarine cable was one
hat made communication possible between Calais and Boulogne, on one
(Ido of tho English Channel, and Dover, on the other. This experiment
s commented upon by the London
News in its issue for August
18, 1849.

Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

-

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

at

If you have trouble with your stom-- i
ch you should try Chamberlain's Taband
Sjetioii 4 Township 2UN Range 2E, lets. So many have bren restored to
NMP Meridian has filed notice of in health by the use of these tablets and
dention to miike five year proof, lo their cost is so little, 25 cents, that it
establish claim to tho land above is worth while to give them a trial.
described,
before F. II. Foster U. S.
State of New Mexico,
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M M on tho 8th day of Feb.
1918.
Public Land Salo
Claimant names as witnesses:

d

Roy Telephone Co.

U. S. Commissioner
Fillings, Proofs
and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

PUBLICATION

department of the Interior U. S. Land

forSWJ-NEl.N-

al

CASH

FOIC

Notice is hereby given that
Vire A. Arguello of Albert New Mex.
vvho on August, 9 th
1911
::iaile HE. Nos. OK'C.'S

Proprietor and Head Physician.

'HARDEST PERIOD OF WAR"
ASSERTS FRENCH EXPERT

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE ITOR PUBLICATION,

Great Deeds of Serbians.
The deeds of the Serbians nnrt of
Kara George, their louder, tire so remarkable, according to n recent historian, that even legend ran hardly
exnggernlo them. A handful of rayaba
arises suddenly, Touts great Turkish
armies, besieges citadels, alternately
defends and defeats pashas, and finally wins Its Independence by its own
bravery. There Is no case In which a
single small power In the Balkans has
done bo much without inora? aid from
the great powers. What Greece owed
to Canning, Iloumnnln to Louis Napoleon, and Bulgaria to Tsar Alexander,
the tiny slates of Serbia nnd Montenegro owed to themselves. The latter
maintained, the former achieved, her
liberty In the face of the whole Turk-

With fairly heavy receipts of
hogs all week our market has
been dull and prices' lower from
day to day. The shippers and
speculators usually opened the
trading at slight declines each
day, but the packers were bearish and always forced concessions
before they made any purchases
Closing prices today are 25 to 40 HOOVER SAYS THERE WILL BE
TIME
cents under last Friday, although PLENTY SUGAR IN SHORT
today's market took a boost of Washington, Jan. 1. A return to
5 to. 10c. over yesterday. Top a normal sugar supply for the nation
is not likely to be long deferred, the
Bulk sales $16,00 to food administration announces tonight
$10.60.
$16.50.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

J

j

Donald's Idea.
tlavlng been taken through thi
steerage on nn ocean voyage, an
knowing there were several "classes'on a ship, Donald, In his first conversa
tlon with the new English cook, asked
"Did you come- over storage!"
-

loan.

J. E. Wildman, Loan and
surance Agency. Office at
north end Chicosa St,
Rov. N. M.
,

Inresi-lenc-

e

Choice Ranches and Farms
Let us
for Sale near Roy.
Show lhem to yon.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate, Co.
N.M.
Roy,
LANDtfLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S, Land
Office Records,' MAPS,
Prompt Attention
C.N. ROARK
Clavton New Mex.

:mprovemenU.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of lands will he subject to the following term and condi-lion- s,
viz: the successful bidder must
pay to the Commissioner of Public
Lands, or his agent holding such sale,
of the pried offered by
him for the land, four percent interest
in advance for the balance of Such
purchase price, the fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incident
al to the sale herein and each and a'l
of said amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time
of sa'e and which said amounts and all
of them aresui.ject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico if the successful
bidder does not execute a contract
within thirty days after it lies been
mai ed to him by the' State Land Office
said contract to provide that the pur
chaser may at his option make payments of not less than one thirtieth of
ninety five per cert of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of fhirty years
from the date of the contract and to
provide for the payment of any unpaid
balance- - at the expiration of thirty
years from the date of the contract
with interest on deferred payments at
the rate of four per cent per annum
payable in advance on the anniversary
of the date of the contract, partial pay
ments to be credited on the anniversary
of the date of the contract next following date of tender.
The alove sale Of land will be sub
ject to valid existing rights, easements
rights of way and reservations.
The Commissioner of Pub'ic Lands or
his agent holding such sale reserves
the right to reject any and all bids
offered at said sale.
Possession under contracts of sale
for thjs above described tracts will be
given on or before October 1st, 1918.
witness my hand and the official seal
of the Stat Land Office, of the State
of New Mexico, this Twenty-thir- d
day
of November, 1917.
KOBEKT P. ERVIEN.
Cemmiseloner of Public Lands
of the State of New Mexico.
1st PuMicati
f

Dee. S, 1317
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AN EPITOME OF

earthquake.
CONDENSED
RECORD Of THE
For having hoarded sugar Marie Co- PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
relli, the novelist, was fined fifty
HOME AND ABROAD.
pounds (250) under the food restric
tions at London.
The, director of meat supplies an
nounced that Tuesday will be the
FROM ALL SOURCES meatless day In London and Wednes
day in the provinces.
Confirmation was received at Buen
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE- - os Aires of the report that Dr. Rom-ulS- - Naon,
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
the Argentine ambassa
dor to the United States, has resigned.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Six soldiers are known to have been
killed, one missing and thirty other
WMUra Ntptpr Union N.w. B.rolc.
persons were Injured in a rear-encol
ABOUT THE WAR
lision on the Canadian Pacific rail
British casualties reported in De- way near Dorval station.
cember reached a total of 79,527.
Last year 367 Norwegian vessels.
Moscow reported in state of lawless with an aggregate tonnage of 566,000
ness, Bolshevik! having seized all were sunk, a dispatch from Copen
banks.
hagen reports. Since the beginning
Teutons said to have deported 300, of the war 215 . Danish ships have
000 Poles and Lithuanians forcibly to been sunk and 234 Danes have been
o

Germany.

Meeting of soivet at Petrograd fea
tured by demand of soldiers for bread
and boots.
Trotzky, Bolshevik foreign minister,
confirms reports of a break with Ger
many on peace.
Germans in the Cambral sector, in
local attacks, pushed back four Brit
ish advanced posts for short dis
tances.
Bolshevik Red Guard ordered to
the front, while army of 3,000,000
Reds is to be gathered and sent to de
fend revolution.
Nine French merchant ships of
more than 1,600 tons were sunk by
submarines or mines during the week
ending Dec. 29.
In mysterious explosion at Petrograd 1,120 aeroplane machine guns
and a quantity of ammunition des
troyed; twenty workmen killed.
The artillery duels along the west
ern front in Belgium and France and
alfio in Italy are still going on, but
the infantry is virtually idle, except
lor patrol engagements.
An official communication Issued by
the London war office says General
Allenby reports a further advance by
a part of his line north of Jerusalem
over a distance of a mile.
Eighteen British merchantmen of
more than 1,600 tons and three small
er vessels were sunk by mines or U- boats during the week. Last week
twelve large ships went down.
Again there has been considerable
fighting in the air on the western
front The German war office asserts
that the German aviators during the
week have accounted for twenty-thre- e
allied airplanes and two captive bal
loons. French aviators have brought
down eight German machines and also
carried out bombing operations be
hind the enemy line.
Senator G. C. Smith of Union county, New Méx., reached El Paso and
immediately took oath to serve Uncle
Sam as a private in the photographic
branch.
Charles Belknap Henderson, bank
er and attorney of Elko, was appoint
ed United States senator from Nevada
to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Francis G. Newlands by Gov,
Emmet D. Boyle
Evidence at Chicago against Henry
W. Petrle of Downers Grove, compos
er of "Asleep in the Deep," given by
Laura Hansen, the
girl of
Elmhurst, whom he Is accused of tak
ing to Colorado and other states as
his wife, resulted in his being held by
Justice Herrick of Wheaton to the Circuit Court in bond of $3,000, on a
charge of abduction, and to the
County Court in bond of $1,500 on an
other serious charge. Miss Hansen
was finally located at the home of
Petrle's daughter, In Boulder, Colo,

WASHINGTON
Three bills to increase the pensions
paid Civil War veterans were intro
duced in the Senate,
A big turkey gobbler with red, white
and blue in his plumage reached the
White House from Klefer, Okla.
The United States begins the new
year with a national net debt of
more than when it entered the war nine months ago.
All men for the war armies still to
be raised by the United States will
come from class one (single men) under the new selective service plan.
Plans for a $2,000,000,000
government shipbuilding program were revealed when the Shipping Board
asked Congress for authority to place
$701.000,000 worth of additional ship
contracts.
Hale Holden, president of the Burlington railroad and member of the
newly created railroad advisory board,
has been directed by Director General of Railroads McAdoo to break the
freight jam at the national capital.
Arguments by officials of the National American Woman Suffrage Association occupied all of the first day
of the hearing by the House suffrage
committee on the constitutional
amendment resolution, which the
House has agreed to consider.
President Wilson laid before a conference of House leaders the draft of
a bill designed to establish a definite
legislative policy to develop the na-- .
tion'a water power, 35,000,000 horsepower of which Is estimated by government engineers to be wasted
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Compulsory rationing is to be put
into effect In England soon, It was
announced officially in London.
Ban Salvador, Salvador newspapers
declare that no fewer than 2,600 people lost their lives in the Guatemala

LATE LIVE NEWS

WESTERN

SPANISH-AMERICA-

killed.
By a reorganization of the New
foundland cabinet. Premier-elec- t
Wil
liam Lloyd, leader of the fishermen's
union party, is enabled to retain power and will probably be able to con
duct the government of the colony un
til the next general election.
The latest advices received at San
Salvador show that the first reports
of the Guatemala earthquake were ex
aggerated. The fatalities as a result
of the disturbance aggregated fifty,
while only one hundred persons were
Injured.
Earth shocks continue, but
they are weak.

Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Arctic
explorer, is not at Fort Yukon, Alas
ka, as reported recently, but is be- .
ii
uevea to De ai iierscnei island or
Bailey island, both of which lie in the
Arctic off the Canadian coast, says a
special dispatch received from Ottawa
by the Vancouver, B. C, World.

...

..

SPORT
Twenty-sevenational arid world's
records, sixteen for men and eleven
for women, were shattered in 1917 by
American swimmers.
Andy (Wildcat) Williams of Camp
Perry, Great Lakes, III., has been
matched to box Jack Perry ten rounds
at 135 pounds in Cleveland, Jan. 18.
Harry Greb of Pittsburg started
his 1918 record with a victory over
Terry Keller of Dayton, O., In a
bout before the McKeesport,
n

ten-roun- d

Pa., A. C.

NEW MEXICO
APPEAL OF

IS DENIED BY 8UPREME COURT.

STATE NEWS

Year Sentence of Charles
Schmidt for Aiding Starr In Kill.
Ing Peace Officer Affirmed.

Ninety-Nin- e

Wnttrn N.wipup.r
Jan.

Union New S.rvlc.
COMINO EVKNTI.
Farmers' Wsnk ami Mnma

9

muKerr conrerance at BUta Collega
3
Feb.
New Mexico KWtrlml Km

March
títockmen's convention at
xtoswe l.
March, 1918 Wool Growers' convention
m itos well.
Many trees are being planted in the
Mimbres valley.
Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe has ac
cepted the county chairmanship of the
war savings work.
Paul Reddlngton, district forester of
the Third District, has been appointed
g

city manager for Albuquerque.
At Hope, T. E. May sold one hun
drede tons of alfalfa at $34.00 per ton
and was offered $35.00 for more.
At Santa Fe, a movement has been
started to revive the De Vargas pa
geant during the coming summer.
The Alamogordd
Board of Educa1
tlon has let a contract for the erection
of a new high school, to cost $53.550,
The big Diesel oil burning engine at
the 8ilver City power plant blew up
while the engine was running at full
peed.

The work of putting in a string of
casing at the Twin Buttes oil well,
near Clayton, has been going on for
some time,

Nearly

boys and girls of San
Miguel county have joined the boys'
and girls' club organized by Miss Ger
trade Espinosa.
Beginning Jan. 1 employés of the
shops and roundhouses on the Santa
Fe railway system received a 10 per
cent increase in wages,
Emeterlo Martinez, aged twenty-fou- r
years, was suffocated under a pile of
hay in a dry arroyo on the Gascon
road near East Las Vegas.
Frank Hallett, a lineman employed
by the Santa Fe, fell from a telegraph
pole at Glorietta, breaking his neck
several ribs and his thigh,
The Supreme Court of New Mexico
affirmed the conviction of Involuntary
manslaughter of Stonewall Jackson
200

Calhoun of Colfax county.
miss Aiaoei case Stafford,

execu-

tive secretary of the southwestern
field, recently took charge of the Y,
W. C. A. building at Doming, and act
Ive work has been started therein.
The board of county commissioners
of Luna county met in Deming to dis
cuss plans for the erection of. a new
Jail, which will cost $25,000, bonds for
which amount were recently voted.
The State Highway Commission ad'
journed after approving two federal
road projects in Chaves county, and
examining into two projects in Union
county and also Into Otero county pro
jects.
W. C. McDonald, first governor of
New Mexico as a state, who was ap
pointed federal fuel administrator for
New Mexico by President Wilson,
opened up permanent headquarters in

Via Joe's White Sox, owned by
John Speer of St. Marvs. Pa., and
handled by Luther Hadley, won the
amateur field championship In the dog
trials at Grand Junction, Tenn., held
under the auspices of the
can Field Trial Club.
Governor Houx at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
ordered the arrest of the principals,
seconds and the referee in three prize
fights which were held at Eagle hall
New Year night, and also the arrest
of newspaper reporters at the ring
side. The prosecuting attorney was Albuquerque.
ordered to filo charges against all un
State Engineer James A. French
der the state law prohibiting prize has announced that the lumber, piling
fighting.
and other material has been placed In
position for the erection of a new
GENERAL
bridge at Buckman. The bridge will
Miners- at Peabody,
Tenn., have
cost about $8,000.
voted unanimously to work on Sun
Two fatal automobile accidents
days to relieve the coal shortage,
were reported from Clovls, Curry
General Pershing cabled the thanks county. The
son of D.
of the American expeditionary forces D. Able was instantly killed
and sevfor President Wilson's New Year eral members of the
families of J. W.
greetings,
Keener were seriously injured when
A total of $1,036 has been sub Keener's car turned over on the edge
scribed to the army Y. M. C. A. fund of a ravine and pinned the boy down
by Indians of the Rosebud reserva by the hub of the wheel, crushing his
tion, Brookings, S. D.
skull. Everett Vaughn, age 19, a jew
Mrs. Annie Sherwood Hawks, auth eler, was fatally Injured while driving
or of many famous gospel hymns, in- the car of E. T. Jernegan from Clovls
cluding "I Need Thee Every Hour," to Portales.
died at her home at Bennington, Vt.,
Out of 700 votes cast In Mesilla val
aged eighty-threley in the drainage election, eighty
Six hundred representatives of the per cent, favor the proposition which
Michigan Sugar Beet Growers' Asso means immediate construction of the
ciation In annual convention at Sagi- much needed drainage system. About
naw pledged to stand together for at $1,400.000 are to be expended for
least $10 a ton and possibly up to $11 drainage and $1,800,000 for laterals
or not raise sugar beets in 1918.
and distributing systems.
The following nominations by Presl
The trail of a negro, believed to be
dent Wilson were announced: Regis the knifeman who killed Rafaello
ters of land offices, Alex Nlsbet, Baldulni and wounded two other men
Evanston, Wyo.; Mrs. Mary Wolfe at Albuquerque, was picked up by Is- Dargin, Denver, Colo. Receivers of leta Indians in Abo cañón, east of
public moneys,
James P. Folger, Belen. A woodhauler put the Indians
Evanston, Wyo.
on the trail. He reported that he had
Charles Qualey, a mining man, heav seen the negro near the mouth of the
ily Interested in Mexican properties, cafion. His description of the man led
was shot and instantly killed on Pio- the Indians to believe he was the man
neer Plaza In the business district of they Bought.
El Paso, Tex. William Russel, cattle
Lucio Quintana, who has been
man from Lubbock, Texas, is under sought by the
officers for several
arrest charged with the killing.
months charged with an assault with
Neither strikes or lockouts will oc a deadly weapon upon his mother-in- cur at any of the plants of the big law, Mrs.
Paublita Sandoval, and Mrs.
packers during the period of the wai
Leonardo Salazar, was arrested at Las
under the terms of an agreement Vegan upon Lis
return from Colorado.
made public at Chicago. Differences
Quintana waived preliminary examinainvolving wages, hours and conditions
tion and was bound over to the grand
of employment will be left for settlejury on a bond of $500, which he furment to John E. Williams, who has nished.
been selected as federal arbiter.
One hundred graduates and former
A strike
of approximately 5,000
students of the New Mexico College
iron trades mechanics in the San
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at
Francisco district was ended when Mesilla Park are now
engaged in
their. employers granted them a 10 per actual war
service, either in America
cent, increase In wages which, by
or abroad, according to an official anagreement, will prevail for the period
nouncement made by Dr. A. D. Crlle.
of the war.
president of the college.
Resolutions asking the United
Game and Fish Warden Theodore
States Shipping Board to authorize
an' increase in steel shipyard wages Rouault, Jr., has received word that
George Margos, George Polus, Mike
In the Puget Sound district, effective
Feb. 1, were adopted by the Seattle, Asimos and John Lucas were finnri
Wash., Metal Trades Council. If the $10 each for shooting meadowlarks.
request is granted about 12,000 man They were arrested . by George H.
Thomas, of Deming.
will he affected.
seven-year-ol-
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MURDERER

SIXTY

CENT

PER

INCREASE

IN

8UN3HINE 8TATE CROPS.
Mine Production Nearly Doubles in
Two Years, Last Year's Output
Being Worth $50,000,000.
Western Newipaper Union News Service.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Santa Fe, N. M. Jesse O. Starr,

TERSES FACTS ABOUT NEW

MliXICO.
Area, 122,503 square mllei.
Population. 410,000.
Mlllloni of acres of dry farming
land.
Irrigable land, 3,000,000 acres.
Elephant Butte Dam, largest storage Irrigation plant In tne world;
waters 200,000 aerea.
Coal deposits, 191,700,000,000 tons;
greatest In world.
h
altitude; climate excelling that of Italy.
and greatest
Oldest civilization
ethnological antiquity on continent.
Has oldest seat of government In
United Stales at Santa Fe.
Ten million acres of national forests; 10,000,000.000 board feet saw
timber and 11,000,000 cords bt wood.
More than 3,000 miles of railroad.
Honded debt, 3, 228.000.
Agricultural production, $60,000,-00-

convicted of murder for the killing of
Sheriff Dwlght Stevens of Luna county on Feb. 20, 1916, must hang on
Jan. 28 and Charles Schmidt, senyears in the pentenced to ninety-ninitentiary for aiding and abetting Starr
in the. killing of the peace officer,
must serve his term, the Supreme
Court ruled in affirming the sentenca
of the lower court.
Starr and Schmidt, with Francisco
Ocosta and two other men named
Cranston and Smith, alias Dash ley,
overpowered their Jailer, locked him
in a cell, broke jail, helped themselves
to arms ana ammunition, . comman
deered an automobile and made their
escape. Pursued by Sheriff Stevens
and a posae, a pitched battle occurred
near Rincón and Stevens and Cran
ston were killed, Deputy Sevier
wounded and Starr shot in the knee,
Dashley escaped and Acosta was ac
quitted after trial. Stevens was one
of the best known and most coup
ageous peace officers in the South
west.
e

Highway Fund of $500,000 Assured
Santa Fe. The expenditure of $500,
000 on a number of the most import
ant highways in New Mexico is as
sured as the result of the granting of
federal aid to four projects which in
cidentally sustained the contention of
the State Highway Commission for a
liberal Interpretation of the term
post road" under the federal aid act,
The projects are two in Colfax and
Mora counties, totaling eighty-fou- r
miles, $226,000 to be spent In two
years; one on the Santa
road, $27,000 in two years, and the
road from Sandia to Armijo in Valen
cia county, thirty-fou-r
miles, $37,600 in
one year. The state and counties bear
half the cost and the government the
other half.

Leniency for Incurable Prisoner.
Santa Fe. Mrs. Nellie Pierce, until
recently of the New Mexico bar and
secretary of the New Mexico Bar As
sociatlon, asked a stay of execution
until January 12 for John A. Morrison,
who pleaded guilty to looting the El
Centro National Bank of $875 and was
sentenced to the federal prison on Mc- Neil'B island for five years by the
United States District Court. An im
mediate attempt will be made to se
cure a presidential pardon for Mor
rison. Judge Trlppet granted the mo
tion.

Mlle-hlg-

More than 10,000,000 acres of public lands.
Wool worth $10,000,000; lamb crop

worth $17,000,000.
More than $43,000,000 worth of
cattle.
Metal production of $50,000,000.

Coal production, 6,000,000 tons.
Total of bank resources, $50,000-000Spending millions on good roads.
Spending $3,000,000 yearly on education.
Nearly as large as France and has
population less than that of city of
Buffalo.
National forests alone aggregate
In size more than area of many an

.

Compounded of vegetable
drugs in a perfectly appointed
laboratory by skilled chemists,
after the prescription of a successful physician of wide ex
perience, and approved by the
experience of tena of thousands in the last forty-fiv- e
years..

Peruna's Success
rests strictly on its merit as a
truly scientific treatment for
all diseases of catarrhal symptoms. It has come to be the
recognized standby of the
American home because it has
deserved to be, and it stands
today as firm as the eternal
hills in the confidence of an
enormous number.
What Helped Them May Help Yon
Get our free booklet, "Health
and How to Have It," of your drug
gist, or write direct to us.

The Peruna Company
Columbas, Oblo

wnpaiü so Young
kud uanaraii ana

Eastern state.
New Mexico In 1917 furnished full
quota of men, money and crops in
war emergency. Increased farm production 60 per cent. Put lid on saloon and went dry by 16,000 major-

ity. Got army cantonment of 3o.0o0
troops. Signed up (0,000 pledge
cards
for Food Administration.
50,000,000
to
Raised
75,000,000
pounds of beans. Doubled production of potatoes.
Started test of
state's oil possibilities on more than
600,000 acres of land.
Christened
superdreadnought "New Mexico."
Dedicated fine state museum. Set
example of loyalty, efficiency and
."pep" to wbole nation in first war
year, despite unprecedented drouth
and great natural obstacles.

Santa Fe, N. M. Government esti
mates last year gave New Mexico s
corn yield of 3,587,000 bushels, an in
crease of a million bushels, and worth
$6,815,000.
There are 2,214,000 bush
els of wheat, valued at $4,317,300, an
increase of 100,000 bushels. There
are 2,143,000 bushels of oats, valued
at $1,414,380, an Increase of 150.00C
bushels, and 1,511,111 bushels of po
tatoes, worth $3,899,777, almost twice
Ap
the previous year's production.
pies are estimated at 237,000 barrels,
an increase of about 110,000 barrels.
The state's 1917 hay crop will have a
value of about $7,000,000.
Growers of the famous and nutri
tious New Mexico pinto bean greatly
increased their acreage and with a
discouraglngly scant rainfall raised a
crop estimated all the way from
to 75,000,000 pounds. As never
before this year demonstrated that
the pinto bean is one of the great
t
est
crops in the

Itching with

r

Cutiaira Ointment
S hampoo wtth Cuticura Soap I

Nuns Fight Flames.
Nuns assisted to fight a fire in East
Mnrlches, L. I., the other day. A three-storedifice caught
flre. Bucket lines were formed, and 1J
nun" who had been living In the building took part, but the fire was unconquerable, and the building was de-

y

stroyed.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOIUA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it
Beam flip

oiÚLfiffijÉ

Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

Prices of Monkeys Soaring.
Who would think that the Europeai
war would hove anything to do witt
the price of monkeys? Well, it does,
and a great denl, too, says the Populai
Science Monthly. The price of monkeyt
has gone up with food, paper, shoes,
etc., to the despair of the pathologist
and to the sorrow of the hurdy-gurdman. The causes for the sudden corner In monkeys are the closing of the
world's principal wild animal market
at Hamburg, Germnny, and the lack of
shipping facilities. Not long ago the
pathologists of the national public
world.
health service at Washington wonted
The year was an exceptionally fa a dozen South American monkeys for
vorable one for horticulturists and the experimental purposes. They appealed
apple output of the Pecos, San Juan, to every wild nnlmal dealer in this
Española, Rio Grande and other val country, to the zoos, and to the sailors
leys was ojie of the largest recorded. in port, and Anally purchased six at
Artesia in the Pecos valley alone $18 each.
shipped ninety-sevecars of apples,
Incidentally sending with them twen
Colors and Airplanes.
tons of honey, a product also
A curious phenomenon
noted by
supplied in large quantities in the San aviators is that the color of a landing field may have nn effect on an
Juan basin.
A million acres of irrigated land and airplane that Is about to alight on it.
For exnniple, nn area which is dnrk
a million and a half acres of
"
land, it is estimated, from being plowed or burned over will
are under cultivation this year. The make the air above it several degrees
end of the year is marked by the com warmer than that over land of lighter
pletion of one of the largest private color, such as a stubble field, thus
Irrigation projects in the world; the causing a disturbed condition of the
Eagle's Nest Dam project of Colfax atmosphere, which may make landing
difficult If not dangerous.
county, costing $1,000,000, creating
y

drouth-resistan-

Kills Man Reported Found In Home,
East Las Vegas. Julian Sena shot
Valentine Varas in the chest, killing
him, at Chaperlto, San Miguel county.
Sena afterward surrendered to Sheriff
Lorenzo Delgado, declaring, it was
said, that he had found the man in
his home with his wife when he returned from Park Springs. Sena is
employed at Park Springs. Sena told,
It was said, that he was refused admission to his home and gained en
trance by forcing a door open.

n
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d
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Public Land Is Withdrawn.
Santa Fe. By proclamation of Pres
ident Wilson all the lands in township
22 south, range 9 west, N. M. P. M.,
northwest of Deming, the title to
which has not passed out of the United States, are hereby temporarily
withdrawn from settlement, filing, se-

e
lake, which with subsidiary
To Sharpen Razors.
lection, entry or sale, and reserved for reservoirs will water, to start with,
razor
hones are placed upon
If
60,000
140
dam
is
acres.
The
high
feet
military purposes.
strong magnets, razors will be held
and 230 feet long.
flat, and can be sharpened more rap
Governor Pardons Four Convicts.
Farm, field, orchard and garden idly and accurately.
f
Santa Fe. Two men and two wom crops in the state for 1917 are estien were pardoned by Governor W. E. mated to be worth $60,000,000.
Llndsey as a Christmas gift. Those
Mineral Output Worth $50,000,000,
pardoned'are: Donaclano Garcia, senThe war has given a big boost to
tenced to five to fifteen years last
year by Judge M. C. Mechem, who New Mexico s mineral production.
recommended the pardon, which is The output of the gold, silver, copper,
)
conditional on Garcia behaving him lead and zinc mines in the year was
Coal production
self and reporting once each month to close to $50,000,000.
the penitentiary warden; Francisco is estimated at 6,000,000 tons, coal and
Martinez, serving a life term from Rio soke value being reckoned at $11,000,-000- .
Arriba county Blnce 1904; Hattie
The Chino, one of the leading
Smith, sentenced from McKlnley coun- porphyry copper producers of the
ty for ten months to one year in May, United States, with ore reserves estiand Lulu Osborn, sentenced to nine mated at 95,000,000 tons, increased its
months to a year from Colfax county output this year from 72,000,000 to
in May.
pounds. The Burro Mountain,
Mogollón, Kelly, Lordsburg and other
Among Leaders In Stock Industry.
districts continue to be heavy producNew Mexico kept her. place among ers. The mineral production of the
the first three or four wool states, state has nearly doubled in two years.
with $10,000,000 worth of wool and a
Miss De Baca Christened Ship.
$17,000,000 lamb crop. The wool yield
ing ofmalted
An event of state interest during
is 18,000,000
pounds, and 2,000,000
with
whole wheat flota
sixty-pounlambs will be shipped. last year was the christening on April
The Department of Agriculture gives 23, at the New York Navy Yard of
Wheat alone does not
New Mexico 3,300,000 head of sheep the United States Superdreadnought
possess
this rich Havoc
and the total tax list valuation is now "New Mexico," by MIbs Margaret C.
De Baca, daughter of the late gov$20,000,000.
The
wonderfully
easy
ernor.
digestion
GrapeNttts
of
Military Sanitarium Being Enlarged.
Has 10,000,000 Acres Open to Entry.
is also
Santa Fe. The capacity of Fort
The state still possesses over
Bayard Military sanatorium Is to be inacres of public lands, some
creased from 1,000 to 1,600 patients
acres having been sold, with
within the next three months. Orders
have been issued for the construction over 8,000,000 acres under lease and
of an officers' infirmary and a wom- a million dollar annual income from
the lands. It Is estimated from 5,000
an's infirmary At a cost of $75,000.
to 10,000 new settlers have come In
during, the last year. The opportunMimbres Postoffice Robbed.
ity of entry under the
e
homeSanta Fe. The Postoffice Depart- stead act has proved a nig
stimulus.
e
ment has received notice that the
The immigration Is mostly from the
and store at Mimbres, Grant Middle West and Gulf
v
Southwest Into
county, had been robbed.
the eastern and southeastern counties.
six-mil-
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TheRichHavor

GrapC'Nuts

is due to the blend
barley

d

partly due to

the barley for the
barley contains a
digestive, which

wheat lacks

"There's a ReasorT

-

640-acr-

post-offic-
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THE

GERMAN HONOR
DRAGGED III DUST
Solemn Promises Made to Belgians Proved to Be Worse
Than Worthless.
ALL APPEALS WERE FLOUTED
Pathetlo and Dignified Supplications of
Municipal Government Answered
by Rebuke and Heavy Fine
Imposed by General Hopfer.

Over the earnest protest of Cardi-

nal Mercier, heroic head of the
church in Belgium, the terrible

appeals and German answers.
"In the matters of the requisition
made by the German authorities on October 20, 1018 (requisition of a list of
workmen to be drawn up by the mu
nicipality)
"The municipal council resolves to
maintain Its attitude of refusal. '
"It further feels It Its duty to place
on record the following :
"The city of Tournni is prepared to
submit unreservedly to all the exigencies authorized by the laws and customs of war. Its sincerity cannot be
questioned.
For more than two years
It has submitted to the German occupation, during which time It has lodged
and lived at close quarters with the
German troops, yet It has displayed
perfect composure and has' refrained
from any act of hostility, proving
thereby that It is animated by no Idle
spirit of bravado.
"In his declaration dated September
2, 1914, the German governor general
of Belgium declared: 'I ask none to
renounce his patriotic sentiments.'
"The city of Tournai reposes confidence in this decaratlon, which It Is
bound to consider as the sentiment of
the German emperor, In whose name

...

PRESENT ARMY CORPS MUST BE
INCREASED NEARLY 1,000 PER
CENT WITHIN YEAR.

EMERGENCY

"Etappen-Kommnndant-

.

deported.

"Your excellency will appreciate how
painful for me would be the weight of
the responsibility that I would have
to bear as regards these families, If
the confidence which they have given
you through ray agency and at my request were lamentably deceived,
"I persist In believing that this will
not be the case.
"Accept, Mr, Governor General, the
assurance of my very high considera
tion.
CARDINAL MERCIER,
"Arch, of Mallnes."
Municipal governments In Belgium
appealed to the German authorities to
observe their promises. The two documents which follow Illustrate Belgian
"D.

J.

FOOD

RATIONS

What Is Furnished the Fighting Men
of Various Nations Federal Loans
Made to Farmers Now Reach Almost
$30,000,000.

(From CommlttM on Public Information.)
According to estimates
Washington.
based on an army of 1,500,000 men,
37,600 nurses will be needed. The pres
ent strength of the army nurse corps
of the medical department Is about
3,800.
To Increase this number by
nearly 1,000 per cent In a year Is the
the governor general was speaking. In task faced by the corps.
accepting the inspiration of honor and
Hospitals at army cumps and canton
patriotism, the city Is loyal to a funda- ments still need nurses to bring the
mental duty, the loftiness of which quota for each up to the minimum of
must be apparent to any German offialthough
65 considered necessary,
cer.
since the urgent need for nurses was
Answer Is Lecture and Fine.
made public In December nearly 2,000
"Tournai, 23rd October, 1910.
requests for application blanks have

1

aides-de-cam- p

OF

II URSES IS NEEDED

plans of the kaiser'$ high officers
concerning the deportation of the
people were carried out. The solemnly pledged word of the German
governor general of Belgium counted as nothing in the malignant hatt
shown by the kaisers creatures,
Cardinal Mercier attempted to per
suade the German authorities to abandon their terrible plans for the seizure
of Belgians to assist In the prosecu
"In permitting itself, through the
tlon of the war, reminding them of medium of municipal resolutions, to
their solemn promises In the past:
oppose the orders of the German mill
"Mallnes, 19th October, 1910.
tary authorities In the occupied ter"Mr. Governor General :
ritory, the city is guilty of an unexam"The day after the surrender of Ant pled arrogance and of a complete miswerp the frightened population asked understanding of the situation created
Itself what would become of the Bel by the state of war.
glans of age to bear arms or who would
"The 'clear and simple situation' is
reach that age before the end of the In reality the following:
occupation.
The entreaties of the fa
"The military authorities order tns
thers and mothers of families deter- city to obey. Otherwise the city must
mined me to question the governor of bear
the heavy consequences, as I have
Antwerp, Baron von Huene, who had pointed out in my previous explana'
the kindness to reassure me and to tlons.
authorize me In his name to reassure
"The general commanding the army
the agonized parents. The rumor had has Inflicted on the city on account
spread. at Antwerp, nevertheless, that
of Its refusal, up to date, to furnish
at Liege, Naniur, and Chnrlerol young the lists demanded a punitive con
men had been seized and taken by
trlbution of 200,000 marks, which must
force to Germany. I therefore beg be paid within the next six days, begood
ged Governor von Huene to be
ginning with today. The general bIbo
enough to confirm to me In writing the
adds that until such time as all the
guarantee which he had given to me
demanded are In his hands, for
nothing
slra lists
orally, to the effect that
every day In arrears, beginning with
liar would happen at Antwerp. He December 31, 1910, a sura of 20,000
.. f I
Un
t.l 'lu lilts jiiiuieuinici
u- jr mat tha
auiu
marks will be paid by the city.
mor8 concerning deportations were
"HOPFER, 'Major General,
without busls, and unhesitatingly he
sent me In writing, among other stateThe Commission Syndicale of Bel
ments, the following: 'Young men have
worklngiuen also attempted to la
glan
no reason to fear that they will be taduce the German authorities to aban-doken to Germany, either to be there entheir terrible pluns.
rolled In the army or employed for
forced lubor.
Solemn German Promises Broken.
"Upon the arrival of your predecessor, the late Baron von der Goltz, at
Brussels I hud the honor of presenting
myself at his house and requested him
to be good enough to ratify for the entire country, without time limit, the
guarantees which General von Huene
had given me for the province of Antwerp. The governor general retained
this request In his possession In order
to examine It at his leisure. The following day he was good enough to
come In person to Mallnes to bring me
his approval, and. confirmed to me, in
and
the presence of two
of my private secretary, the promise
that the liberty of Belgian citizens
would be respected..
"Notwithstanding all this, your government nowtears from their homes
workmen, reduced In spite of their efforts to a"' state of unemployment, separates them by force from their wives
and children and deports them to enNumerous workmen
emy territory.
have already undergone this unhappy
lot ; more numerous are those who are
threatened with the same acts of violence.
Moving Appeal.
Mercier
"In the name of the liberty of domicile and the liberty of work of Belgian
citizens; In the name of the Inviolability of families; In the name of moral Interests which the measures of deportation would gravely compromise;
in the name of the word given by the
governor of the Province of Antwerp
and by the governor general, the immediate representative of the highest
authority of the German empire, I respectfully beg your excellency to be
good enough to withdraw the measures
of forced labor and of deportation
to the Belgian workmen, and
to be good enough to reinstate In their
homes those who have already been

IE
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Recited Wrongs of Workmen.
"Commission Syndicale of Belgium,
"Brussels, 30th Oct., 1916,
To the Governor General of Belgium.
"Excellency: The measures which
are being piannea Dy your aarainistratlon to force the unemployed to
work for the Invading power, the deportation of our unhappy comrades
which has begun in the region of the
etapes, move most profoundly the en
tire working class in Belgium.
"The undersigned, members nhd representatives of the great central so
cialist and Independent syndicales of
Belgium, would consider that they had
not fulfilled their duty did they not exDress to you the painful sentiment
which agitate the laborers and convey
to you the echo of theii touchlngcoin'
plaints. "
"For more than two years the la
boring class more than any other has
been forced to undergo the most bit
ter trials, experiencing misery and
often hunger, while its children far
away fight and, die, and the parents
of these children can never convey to
them the affection with which their
hearts are overflowing.
Pathetic Appeal Disregarded.
"Our laboring class has endured
everything with the utmost calm and
the most Impressive dignity, repressing
its sufferings, Its complaints and heavy
trials, sacrificing everything to Its
ideal of liberty and independence. But
the measures which have been an
nounced will make the population drain
the dregs (of the cup) of human sor
row; the proletariat, the poor upon
whom unemployment has been forced,
citizens of a modern state, are to be
condemned to forced labor without
having disobeyed any regulation or
.

been received.
' In
order to get the enrollments up to
the needed number some, of the requirements heretofore Imposed have
been waived. According to estimates

there are between 80,000 and 90,000
registered nurses in the country and
about 200,000 other graduate and prdc- tlcal nurses.. '
The equipment of no soldiers Is com
plete without emergency food rations.
United States troops are supplied with

three different parched maize-mea- l
The
packets and three chocolates.
former Is a revival of the maize-mea- l
of the American Indians, on which they
could exist for days while hunting or
on the warpath.
ration furnished
The "chain-shot- "
Belgian, French and Teutonic soldiers
Is a winter food of compressed meat.
There are more than a dozen varieties
of compressed teas used by the Russian commissary. Compressed rice and
macaroni Is supplied Oriental forces.
Oat bread in sausage form Is used by
some of the north British troops.
A curious ration is the compressed
fig coffee of the central powers, which
may either be utilized for food as it is
or converted Into a coffeelike drink.
Smoke-drie- d
pears are used in the
same armies. The Swiss soldier receives an emergency ration of wlilte
chocolate, made entirely of cocoa but-

ter and sugar.
An Italian army chocolate is in
e-length
form; while their plum duff
goes Into a beef membrane.
sausag-

Up to December' 1, $20,824,655 had
been paid out to farmers on 5 per cent
loans, according to a report
covering the operations of the 12 fed-ro- l
land banks. The total of loans
approved, Including those 'closed and
those awaiting verification or title ami
other formalities, is $105,136,529.
The interest rate under the f'irm-loa- n
system has been Increased from 5
to 5 per cent, to apply to ail applications which have not yet been approved.
Borrowing is done through
associations organized
tive farm-loaby farmers, each association being
composed of ten or more farmer borrowers and each group borrowing at
least $20,000. Up to December. 1 the
farm loan board had chartered 1,839
associations.
such
long-tim-

e

n

From the annual report of the secre

tary of the Interior:
"In this department we have during
the past year had a glimpse of the ex
panding romance of chemical stuay
We have found adventure In the search
for the hidden secrets of petroleum,
natural gas and coal tar, of coal smoke
and the refuse from a hundred furWe appear to
naces and smokestacks.
hv( suddenly driven into a chemical
ace or perhaps It would be more ac
curate to say that we have suddenly
realized that we are such an age. New
order;
explosives, new fertilizers, new sousces
"In the name of the families of of power, of food, new materials for
workmen among which the most pain- construction and destruction, new
ful anxiety reigns at present, whose nreservatives of life, and new agencies
mothers, whose fiancees, and whose for the sweetening and wholesomlng of
little children are destined to shed so life these are to the credit of the
many more tears, we beg your excelmodern chemist, and as a
lency to prevent the accomplishment
of this war we are to have a higher apinof this painful act, contrary to
of this branch of science,
preciation
ternational law, contrary to the dig- and our genius for discovery which has
nity of the working classes, contrnry so irreatly been applied to problems of
to everything which makes for worth mechanics will find In analytic and
and greatness in human natrue.
svnthetlc chemistry a field of oppor"We beg your excellency to pardon tunlty subject to almost Infinite ex
our emotion and we offer you the hom- pension."
age of our distinguished consideration."
(Appended are signatures of memAll wooden Christmas boxes for sol
bers of the national committee and
of the expeditionary forces rediers
the Commission Syndicale.)
too late for shipment will be received
Von Blssing In his reply, November
to the senders If return postage
3, practically admitted the truth of the turned
to the superintendent, rail
Is
mailed
complaint by attempting to Justify the
New York, N. x.
service,
way
mall
measures protested against.

The Philippine hat Industry, which
MUCH IN LITTLE
products akin' to
boasts
1916 more than
Panama,"
in
of
those
Ta.,
Oreenslmrg,
H. L. Llghtoap of
of Its 1915 exports
who was unable to get sufficient help doubled the value
high record with
during the day to do his threshing, ob- and established a new
exceeding $600,000 in value.
tained a force from the shops and did a trade
A substitute for fire clay, patented
the work by electric light.
France, employs blue pottery clay,
In
petroleum
a
of
name
the
Rafaelltas
f
part;
one part; common salt,
Argentine
abundantly
the
In
found
part ; fine sand,
oal ashes,
provinces of Mendoza and Patagonia.
part, and glass,
It will In all probability be utilized
Ingredients are well
part.
These
repubThe
the
lu
future.
considerably
together and are then mixed
lic Is rich In petroleum, from Salta to ground
with water to the required, consistence.
Terra del Fuego.
hand-mad-

To aid in supplying suitable material
with which to Illustrate sermons, lectures and school work, the division of
pictures, committee on public Information, Is preparing official stereopticon
slides showing America's participation

e

the war.
These' slides will be made available
ufin fnr eeneral use. at a nominal
charge to cover actual cost.

In

,

one-hal-

one-eight- h

one-quart-
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An embargo has been placed on the
exportation of butter, except to nations
associated with the Unltea states in
war,

Raw materials of' many kinds an HAVE 'APPETITE FOR PRAISE
needed for the equipment of Unlte
States troops. Jute, silk, fur and Unei Everybody Craves Words of Approval
all find their way into the uniform a
nd Comment Effect of the Timean Infantryman, In addition to tin
ly Kind Attention.
wool and cotton which are used li
greater quantities.
A half ounce of silk Is used In thi
standard yellow gloves and a slightly
larger quantity In the riding gloves
Silk is also found In the service ha
and undershirt. Linen enters the equip
raent list in only one article, the shelte;
tent. Jute is used In breeches, coa
and overcoat ; fur In the service hat
Mussel parl, Ivory nut and bom
form the buttons on different artlclei
of the uniform.- Aluminum Is used li
the bayonet scabbard, canteen, ;cup
knife and meat can. In the slicker an
nine and a half ounces of rubber. t.
Horsehlde and leather, wood, Iron
steed, bronze, brass, zinc, copper, tit
and lead are used In various articles
No part of an airplane Is subject tc
greater strain than the landing geai
when the machine Is brought to earth
Because of this each piece of the wood
en material Is made from carefully selected spruce,
by binding.
The metal joints are further strength
ened by rubber windings which also In
crease resiliency. All parts are cut to
shape to decrease resistance,
In the construction of one airplane
of the more simple type 244 feet of
spruce, 58 feet of pine, 31 feet of ash
and ll4 feet of hickory arc 'used. The
list of materials, exclusive of the engine, also includes 3,202 feet of wire,
798 forglngs, 021, steel stampings, 57
square feet of veneer, 11 gallons of var
nish,' 59 gallons of "dope," 201 squure
yards of linen, 34 feet of rubber, and
05 pounds of aluminum.
Over 4,000
nails are used, 3,377 screws, and 270

turnbuckles.
Reports coming from Southern
camps show the vaudeville shows, run
nlng In tents, are crowding seating ca
paclties. With the 10 government theaters at the cantonments completed,
the commission on truinlng camp activities will soon start several high
grade theatrical companies on the
rounds of the camps. Each company
will be out about 15 weeks.
Local committees in cities and towns
throughout the country will put on
sale "smllage" books the week of Jan
uary 28 containing coupons good for
admission to the entertainments in
camps and cantonments. The books
are made in two sizes, to sell at $1
and

$5.

It

Is

LITOVSK PARLEY

a human frailty to want praise.

We begin ycuug to crave the approving notice of others. "There Is none
like to me," snys the Cub In the pride
of his earliest kill. "But the Jungle Is
large, and the cub he Is small ; let him
think and be still." Children brought
up In school can generally be told
from those who have been trained sol
itarily, says a writer in the Philadel
phia Ledger, for the children thrown
much with other children are less like
ly to develop arrogance, selfishness
and conceit. They do not find their
schoolmates In a frame of mind to put
them on a pedestal or crow,n their
brows with luurel. They are not regarded as little tin gods on wheels;
they are lost to sight in the shuffle of
the clussroom and the playground. Nobody defers to their opinions; nobody
minds when they stamp the foot and
shout angrily.
Children of a larger growth often
crave nn admiration which they do not
get. They think to draw an audience
by harping on the theme of self, and
they find that the audience for that
kind of recital Is likely to be limited
to the performer. To knock the "I"
out of one's conversation Is not necesMany
sarily to make It Interesting.
times a narrative loses greatly In pith
and pungency by the Impersonality In
which It Is couched. A story of adventure greatly gulns by the sense of the
participation of the narrator
In the incidents he describes. When
the first person is Introduced for the
snke of the edification of the reader,
there need be no apology; when it is
introduced for the glorification of the
speaker, it is odious altogether. ,
A man must do his work as well as
he can, whether he Is praised for It or
not. The taste of publicity Is likely to
be what the taste of blood is to tiger
or lion; it whets the desire for more
of the some thing. There are some
who rarely do n good deed without
rushing to neighbor or newspaper to
let it be known. To others the "free
advertising" Is abhorrent. They ure
made happy by a glowing consciousness that the right thing was done, and
of virtue Is their
that
reward. But most of us huve, not
reached that lofty plnnucle whereon
we can abide serenely Independent of
what others think or say. We want a
kind word now and then to keep us
going. We hunger for appreciation,
even when we tell ourselves we are
not worth It Who bas not known the
lift a letter of encouragement, a sen
tence of commendation, has brought?
The day Is brighter for it, and we feel
refreshed, renewed. Blessed are they
who speak in time thÉ heartening,
quickening word.
,

first-han-

SUSPEND BREST- -

TEUTONS FEAR INTRIGUE OF AL
LIED DIPLOMATS WOULD
BLOCK PEACE PLAN.

URKISH PEACE TERMS
ASK DEMOBILIZATION OF BLACK
SEA FLEET AND EVACUATION
OF MOSLEM TERRITORY.

London. Jan. 7. An official state
ment issued at Berlin and forwarded
by the Zurich correspondent of the
Telegraph Company an
Exchange
nounced that because of the Russian
request to transfer the peace pourpar
to Stockholm,
lers from
the central powers had suspended the
negotiations with Russia.
The Liberal Tageblatt reflects the
eeneral attitude of the press In de

d

Figures from examinations made by
army and civilian shoe experts at array
camps show that only about 15 per
cent of the men wear shoes which fit
properly.
Of the several groups of
men examined 28 per cent wore shoes
f
size short, 20 per cent wore
shoes a full size short, and 8 per cent
wore shoes two sizes short.
Reports ascribe the high proportion
Goats' Milk Is Favored.
of misfits to the Inclination of men to
Everyone who is at all acquainted
choose shoes too small, faults of ineth with the milk' goat knows of the value
of and supervision of fitting, Idsufft
of the milk for Infants' and Invalids;
cient numbers of larger and narrower use one of the first points about the
sizes, nn incorrect marking of sizes by milk goat that presents Itself, asserts
..
manufacturers.
a writer. The goat Is practically free
from tuberculosis. According to the
While men registered under the se annuul reports of the bureau of animal
lective service law are. not being ac Industry (U. S.), covering federal Incepted at recruiting offices for, enlist
spection of animals slaughtered for
ment In the aviation section of thcslg- food, there were Inspected during the
nal corps, they may be inducted volun eight years, 1907 to
tarily into service by their local boards 579,617 goats, of which not a single
If they are physically fit, sufficiently animal, was condemned for tubercuskilled, and not required to fill the losis. ' This fact alone should be the
current draft quota. They will be strongest argument In favor of the
sent to Camp Kelly, ,Jex., for dlstrl milk of the goat. The cream globules
bution into trades, training and forma
of the milk of the goat are smaller
tlon into squadrons, with ranks and than those of cows' milk, and because
salaries running from $30 n month as of this milk being condensed the cream
private to $81 a month as master signal globules are contained In a- more per
electrician, food and quarters provided fect state of emulsion than the cow's
milk. An argument in favor of ster
by the government.
lllzed milk Is that authorities agree It
Christmas gifts for the expedition is actually more easily digested than
ary forces aggregated 650 tons. Hun la the fresh milk, this referring to
dreds of thousands of pounds of tur goats' and cows' milk alike.
keys, purchased In Eastern markets
' Field Crops of Canada.
and refrigerated on the ships, togeth
er with great quantities of cranberries,
The census and statistics office has
sweet potatoes, and mince meat went Issued its preliminary estimate of the
to the forces overseas. In the United total value of the field crops of Can
States every camp was supplied with ada for the past year, as compared
fresh turkey and the usual Christmas with the finally revised estimates of
1916 and 1915. The estimated values
accessories.
for 1917 represent the prices received
In a recent review of military opera- by farmers and are calculated from
current market quotations. According
tions the secretary of war, says:
"The various reports of Immediate to this preliminary estimate, the total
peace proposals by the Germans on value of all field crops for 1917
seemingly favorable terms should not placed at $1,089,687,000, as compared
for a moment Induce us to slacken our with $880,494,900 In 1916 anu jsjo.síu,preparations for war. It Is only neces- 600 in 1915. The Items making up this
sary for us to recall that during the total are as follows: Wheat $451,Christmas season last year the Ger- 874,000; oats, $236,142,000; hay, clover,
potatoes,
mans put forth very similar peace and alfalfa, $145,581,600;
$81.355.000: other grain crops, $134,- rumors."
000,700, and root and fodder crops,
$40,974,700.
25
per
was
yéar
Christmas mall this
In the year 1916 the crops were
cent heavier than ever before, accord$344,090,400 ; oats,
ing to the post office department. The as follows : Wheat,
and alfalfa
clover
hay,
$210,957,500;
because
however,
was
less,
congestion
potatoes,
$50,9S'J,:wu
the packages were mailed earlier than $171.613,900;
other grain crops, $84,679,800, and oth
In former years.
er root and fodder crops, $84,105,000,
The military service flag of the lightKerensky Real Diplomat
house service, department of comHere is a Kerensky story told by a
merce, contains 1,206 stars, one for
each officer and employee of the light- man lately returned from Fetrograd,
hohouse service now serving in the mili- Kerensky wns summoned from his
headquarters
to
the
midnight
tel
after
tary forces of the United States.
of the provisional government. A fel
Kerensky
A radio message from Lyons, France, low guest at the hotel met
of
learning
and,
out
going
was
as
he
public
Information
on
to the committee
received,
quotes an editorial from the Frank- the summons Kerensky had
.
furter Zeltung of December 8. The exclaimed:
revolution, I hope !"
another
"Not
organ
liberal
a
Zeltung
is
Frankfurter
"I don't know," replied Kerensky,
with a large circulation throughout the
"
away.
German empire. It Is quoted as say- and hurried
guest
asked
The next day his fellow
,. ,.. !
ing: ..
trouble
"The German people desire In, no Kerensky what had been the
out so late the
sense whatever that the opportunity which had brought him
evening.
previous
situation
Jfavorable
by
the
presented
.
Kerensky smiled. ,
on the east front should be used for
"i had forgotten to sign a letter," he
realizing on the west front the vain
dreams of the annexationist fanatics replied.
one-hal-
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.
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I'nlon Newi Service.
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Brest-Lltovs-

k

claring that negotiations at Stockholm
would be impossible, The newspaper
savs that the British, French and
American diplomats and their numer
ous agents now in Stockholm would
promptly weave a net of intrigue
around the conference and that espionage would flourish, making successful negotiations Impossible.
The Petrograd Post says the King
of Rumania has cabled the entente
allies that the Rumanians are deter
mined to continue the war, notwith
standing the desires of the troops on
front, and that
the
M. Polncaire. the French President,
replied, assuring the King of France's
Russian-Rumania-

n

support.
The French government has protest
ed against the seizure of French banks
in Petrograd.

Petrograd. Jan. 7. The Persian
charge d'affaires advised Leon Trot-zkthe Bolshevikl foreign minister,
that the Persian government had in
structed him to open immediate ne
gotiations with the authorities of the
Smolnv Institute, the headquarters or
the Bolshevikl, for the evacuation of
Persia by the Russians. The Persian
note saldtflstructlons had also been
sent to the Persian legation at
for the commencement of
negotiations for the evacuation ot
Persia by the Turks.
London. Jan. 7. Free passage of
the Dardanelles for Russian ships,
Russian evacuation of . Turkish territory and the demobilization of the
Russian Black sé fíéefr. are provided
for In the draft' of. Turkish peace
terms presented to Russia, according
to an Exchange Telegraph dispatch
from Petrograd. Turkey, it Is
is to retain her active army In
consequence of the continuation of
war against the entente.
pro-nose-

Premier

Lloyd
Washington.
George's address to the British trades
unions on Great Britain's war alms
created a profound Impression in offi
cial circles In Washington.
A feature of the address which par
ticularly InteresWid officials here was
the reference to constitutional government iñ Germany.
While this wasi regarded as nearly
In line with similar sentiments expressed by President Wilson, it was
sueeested that an underlying purpose
was to direct attention to the hollow- -

ness and insincerity ot the efforts be- lne made by Chancellor von Hertllng
to convey the Impression
many already had been
tized."

that Ger
'democra-

BRITISH WIN AT BULLECOURT.
ItalLine pierced at Verdun
ians Block Air Raigón Padua.
London," Jan. t. Despite continuous
zero weather there kk,been considerable nrtivltv hv the infantry In the Ar
ras sector, in Flanders and along the
Moselle River. Near Bullecourt the
British have recaptured in a counter
attack the sap taken from them Satur
day by the Germans.
There were intermittent artillery
duels Sunday along the entire battle
front.
In the Italian theater the big guns
Of both sides are hammering at opposing positions. in the hills and on the
Piave River an air raid on Padua
was blocked by ítálians.
s
Several attempts by the
to make headway between
the Brenta and the Piave Rivers were

French

'

repulsed.
Berlin reports

Austro-German-

that German troops
Saturday penetrated the French lines
near Juvincourt, oh' the Alsne front,
and east of AvoucOurt, and west of
on the .Verdun, front.
Blizzard In Middle West Region.
Chicago, Jan. 7.' Chicago and the
Middle West are struggling In the
grip of the worst blizzard in twenty-fiv- e
years, certainly, and probably the
worst in the city's history, and the
storm still continues with unabated
fury. Sunday iaigut, after twenty-fou- r
hours' duration, Chicago was covered
with nearly two feet ,ot, snow pn the
level, street traffic of all kinds either
was completely fled lip or moving with
rid;: pedestrians
extreme difficulty;
the big drifts-onlnegotiate
to
are able
a block or so at a time.
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TANK TO TOUR U. S.
IN SEARCH OF RECRUITS
New York, Jan. 1. In an effort to
privo iiiipctus to enlistments in the
British and Canadian forces, the "British armored tank "Britannia" will be
started on a recruiting tour of the
United States on January 14. It was
annou'K'fd tonight that the tank had
been turned oyer to the British reThe speed limit for automobiles cruiting mission by the London war
in the streets of Roy is 12 mile oflice.
Accompanying the tank will be a
per hour. The main streets lead squad
of speakers and Scotch pipers,
ing into town are plainly posted as well as the captured German sub
to that effect. It is expected of marine which was used in the liberty
loan campaign in this city and in the
the new Marshall that he will victory loan campaign in Canada.
A
arrest all persons driving at a tour of the south will be made first,
faster speed than 12 miles and thence north to Chicago and westward.

Personal Mention!
5fllilll!IIII!lIII!ll!l!llil!!IIIIIIIIIIH

Saturday night produced three
fights to liven things up a bit.
Those who took part in them
seem to have got their money's
worth, judging from their appear
ance next day.
Nira Nutter, teacher in
the Dawson Schools, spent her
holidays vacation at her home
here, returning Sunday, She is
one of the five members of the
Nutter Family who read theS-A- .
in as many different towns in
Miss

New Mexico.

John Smith, has been seriously
sick and was taken to Tucumcari
last week for treatment. His
wife went Friday in answer to a
summons that he wanted her.
We solicited an advt for the
Home Restaurant last week from
the new Manager, Chas. Burks,
and got directions to run a few
display lines for him. Despite
the fact that we have advertised
and patronized the Home Restaurant for three years or more
we had a slip of Intelligence and
set all his ads. "Roy Cafe". We
don't blame Mr. Burks for getting sore about it but, as they all
eat at his place just the same he
should worry.
Mr. Burks is meeting with
great success as a Restauranter
and Í3 strong with the transcient
crowd in Roy from the start. It
is a pleasure to have a "Beanery"
where you are made to feel at
home.

he will do it.
By taking due COW MEN TO MEET
IN THIRD SESSION
notice and governing yourself
Albuquerque, N. 11.. Jan. 1. The
accordingly you will save yourthird quarterly meeting of the execu
self a visiteo the Folice Court tive board of the New Mexico Cattle
and Horse Growers' Association is to
and $10.00 fine.
be held in Tucumcari, N. M., January
We wish to thank the people
of Roy and Pleasant View who
so kindly remembered us with a
Christmas Box. We shall, do
our best during the Coming year
to merit the regard which you
have for us by helping to promote the best interests of the
community.
Sincerely your friends,
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Hearn.
All Dog Owners are hereby
warned that all dogs running at
large on the streets of Roy will
be shot by the Marshall. This
goes in all cases. If you want
to keep your dog get a .license
now.
A Pie Supper will be given at
the Wagner School House 6 miles
southeast of Roy, Saturday night
Jan. 19th for the benefit of the
School.
All are invited.
It will
be a good time in a good cause.

recently dis- i covered the
whereabouts of a
ROOMS FOR LIGHT HOUSE rephew who has been alisent for
KEEPING at the Southwestern years, He had joined the Brit-

Hotel, Roy. Apply to
CHAS. BURKS Mgr.
at the Home Restaurant.

R. W. Boulware

10.
By holding meetings, in

Alfredo McGrath and family
came down from Springer to
visit his grandfather, Trinidad
Lucero, Saturday. Alfredo for
got himself and acq n red a black
eye again. He has been doing
fine out on the French Tract for
some time.

milk-rout-

ville Floersheim and Floyd Ivey,
The Roy Garage sold Eight both rejected for physical reasons
Fords out of the last car so fast on the former examination.
the buyers came in and helped
E. F. Camercn, and family, of
assemble them. They are the
most popular thing sold in Roy Point, Texas, are here visiting
and the Davenport Bros, are see- Mrs. Cameron's parents, Mr. and
ing to it that they are on sale Mrs. J. B. Woodward, of Liberty
Mr. Cameron wants to get an
most of the time.
additional homestead and come
Funny, isn't it, that people who back here to live.
scoffed at those who got cars a
I. C. Floersheim, of the Spring'
year ago have found a Ford an
Times was down Sunday to
er
absolute necessity on the farm
visit
the family and meet his
now. You can't keep abreast of
on her return from San
mother
the times now on foot or with a
Francisco.
burro team.
Will Dunn is disabled temporarily with poison in his face re
sembling erysipelas.
He is rear
get
ing to
to painting but oblig
ed to lay off.

Senator Smith, of Union played
Hookey and ran off to the war.
He was turned down at El Paso
and refused permission to enlist
much to his disappointment.

1

21--

27.

NEW YORK ANTICIPATES
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TRADE BETTERMENT NOW

'jpro-longati-

NOTICE

Mrs. Van Speederly (gazing at her
crying Infant) I wonder what alls It?
If It was an RUtomoblle I could tell la
a minute, but babies ure so different.

success.

CD

Exchange.-

Messrs.

Tobler and Wickham
made a business , trip to Roy
Tuesday.

-

Mr. J. C. Lloyd made a trip
through- the N. E. part of the.
County the last of the week
rounding up cattle.

C

-

'The House of Service"
School Children!

HonJ B. F. Brown has returned hom aflüT spending several
week in Okla. Ae has improv--e- l
much in health, and is able to
be out again.

Attention ! !
We will have on sale a

Mr. Jamrs Smith a brother of'
Mrs. Hyatt, s from Texas has returned home after several days-visi- t
with his sister.

lim-

ited quantity of

Pencil Tablets

A Red Cross meeting is to beheld at the school house Saturday at 2 P. M. Everybody interested in Red Cross work is invited to be present, Come and
bring a dollar for membership-anthereby help the Red Cross
in the relief work ior stricken

Of the most exceptional value

"Guarantee Tablets"
8X10, Ruled, 120 Pages,
At 5 cents each

d

!

NO MORE THAN FIVE
Tn gnv nnp Ttrcrn

0

Come EARLY if vou want 10

Floersheim
Mercantile Có.
-

"The

The Ladies Aid met with Mrs.
Moore last week' They are planning for an entertainment to be
given on the evening of the 22nd
of Fab. After the business session refreshments were served.
The next meeting will be held
at Mrs. Hubler's.
Everybody

invited,

;

The quarterly meeting which
was in session at the church Sunday well attended
C
on
ing the inclemency of the weath
er.
Dr. Bright delivered two
very able sermons, a thread of
John Y. Conway Ass' State patriotism was
conspicioüs in
Sup't of Schools, and Milrior Ru- each
of his sermons which we
dolph, Mora Co, Supt, made a
all appreciated.
flying visit to the Roy Schools
Rev. Matthews and Rev. Ford
and others on the mesa Wednesassisted in the comunión services.
day They were in a tearing rush
and saw nothing but Schools,

D

Harry Van Home, of the F. M
Co. is enjoying a visit from his
parents who drove in from Texas
last week in a Ford. They are
stopping for a time and visiting
other friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Depew,
Miss Fern and Miss Ruth and

Chauncey, of Roy. Ivan Sanders,
of Clayton and Elder A. J. Lay- land representing the Reorganiz
ed Church of Jesus Christ, all
spent Christmas and New Years

NOTICE OF SALE OF SCHOÓL

Governor Lindsey, of New BONDS, SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2,
OF THE COUNTY OF MORA
Mexico is credited by the Gov't.
Mediation Board, with the shortNotice is hereby given,
l, the
est and best answer to the query undersigned, Treasurer of that
the Coast?
"What is the cause of the social of Mora, of the State of New Hexic,
unrest in the U. S. and the will offer for sale and tell, at the Tewn

at the Cantrell ranch.
.
Tramparas Correspondent' to remedy therefor".
His answer was - - "The cares
Clayton News.
of this world and the deceitful-nes- s
of riches choke the truth",
u. a. reare nas resigned as
day Marshall of Roy but retains Remedy - - Some Higher Power
the job of Night Watchman must either thrust or drive us
R.ÍC. Grunig has accepted the closer back to earth and sky".
appointment temporarily and is
on duty in that capacity.
He
Knitting Bags have increased
will also work for the village in- in size until it has become necesstalling the new water fixtures. sary to have shoulder straps by
ine village is lucKy in getting a which to carry them. They are
man like Bob for peace officer.
a sort of "Display Advertising"
that leaves no room to doubt the
Mr. Weeks and Mr. Drill, the sentiment of the one who packs
two young Geological Suaveyors, it but the size of the bag does
who have been here for some not
rtify the speed cr n:curacy
Fmmeit Alldredge, son of Mr. time were pleasant callers at of the knitter.
,

They
this oflice Wednesday.
came to, see what we meant by
our mention of them last week,
and complied gracefully with our
request to know more about them
They are investigating and designating the grazing land hereabout as regards its fitness as

"Grazing Hamésteads".

humanity. There are quite a
number of m?mbers here and we
hope to be able to print a good
list in the next weeks issue. .

House"

one-Pri- ce

non

To Whom It May Concern.
Notice is hereby given, that anyone buying an-- ; Stock, Tools, Implements, Land or Effects owned
by the late, James R. Kelly, will
do 8D at their own risk of having
same replevined by law until Estate is properly settled by a competent Administrator. By or
der of son of James R. Kelley
and his only legal heir.
Anyone having information of
sale of anything off the Estate
notify me.
Ralph E. Kelley,
Kerrobert, Sask. Canada,

and Mrs. L. E. Alldredge,. left
Wednesday for Leon Springs,
Texas, where he has entered the
third officers' training camp.
Emmett is a New Mexico Mili- tary Institute.cadet and recently
Misses Grace Worley and passed
the examination required
Retha Sale, Messrs Carlos and
)y the government at Roswell,
Alberto Branch were guests at
N. M,
Springer Times.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Snyder Thursday evening. DinNOTICE
ner and a very pleasant evening
To Whom It May Concern, You
were enjoyed by host and guests
are hereby notified not to dump
alike.
any refuse whatever, on any of
J. W. Johnson reports his little my lands or in the public highgirl getting along fiue in the hos- ways 'adjacent thereto.
pital at El Paso and wili be able W2pd.
Dr. E. P. Brown.
to come hem 3 in a few weeks.

ing business in Mora Monday.

Matter of Understanding.
The fellow who doesn't understand
how the other fellow succeeds probably can't understand iila own luck of
A

Kitchell Hotel, Roy,

Jan.

Lofton was transact-

Mr.-W-

Instinct

A BARGAIN.

New York, Jan. 2. That New Yorkers have never entered a new year
of more vital significance than 1918
must prove, was declared today by
leaders in political, financial and professional life here, following a forecast of the economic and military
of the next twelve months.
Though a minority of these men expect in the young year only a
and intensification oí the
stress of warfare, the majority assert
that they see sure signs of a dawn of
peace and victory for the cause of
democracy, that the darkest clouds
:annot obscure.
While Washington is closer to the
heart of the great war problem as it
Mrs. Seth Paxton left Saturday applies to armies and ships, expert
for Pastura, N. M. to visit her study of the social and economical features of the universal situation of
parents and friends in her old strife
has convinced many of the wishome. Seth and his mother re est observers in this city that another
main at the ranch to care for the year must carry the world far toward
an honorable and lasting end of hos
stock. They report the cattle tilities.
doing fine this tine winter weath-

er but are wishing for moisture
T. 0. Scott has purchased the for the wheat along with many
Limousine ford which came in the others.
last car load to the Roy Garage.
A party of Roy boys drove to
They will have a comfortable
Mora
Monday to learn more about
e
as
car now for the
classification
their
for army serwell as a swell one to ride in and
Among
vice.
them were Melthe most convenient imagineable

wide-spreadi-

Dr. Murdoch Dentist,

ish army, had been promoted to
the rank of Captain and was the
first man to enter Jerusalem when
Fred Strong writes that we the British forces captured the
neglected to send his
to him Holy City recently. A record
at Ute Park and he is peeved a certainly to be proud of.
bout it. We suppose we wil
have to send it or he will come
Nels Benson now drives a new
back. "Outof sightout of mind" Ford. He is very gentle with it
seems to have been the cause of as yet and tries to set no speed
our neglecting hrm.
records.
S--

Soap Berry Tree.
The Jaboncello or soap berry tree
grows In the humid parts of western
awful. lie failed to con- Ecuador. It uttnlna n height of uhout
C
nect the fact of his being on the briny fifty feet and hns
ocean for the first time with his ugony. brunches nud immense quantities of
Harry Kingsbury made a busiThe doctor carne to him as ho tossed fruit of the size und nhape of cherries.
about In his berth. "Cheer up, inun," The nparly transparent yellowish kln ness trip.to Tucumcari Monday
he paid heartily. "I know you're feel- nud pulp surrounding the round black
ing rotten, but you're not going to see(l3 are so saponaceous lis to be returning Tuesday.
die." Murphy opened horrified eyes. used Instead of soap by many people
Mr. Moore made a couple of
"Not golng.to tile?" he. walled. "Kalth, of Ecuador, being equivalent to more
doctor, I thought I was! That wus thnu fifty times their weight of that trip's to Clayton this week.
mateilul.
ihe ouly thing that kept mo ulive."

different

sections of the State the executive
board hopes to get in closer touch with
stockmen to the end that the associa
tion be made a statewide organization.
Many questions of importance to stock
men can be handled only through a well
organized body.
Through the efforts of the associa
tion the increase of 10 per cent on
the tax valuation of cattle was re
duced, and an appropriation of $50,'
000 for immediate use in the fight
against predatory animals and rodents
secured.
Delegates to the annual convention
of the American National Livestock
Association in Salt Lake City, Utah
January 14, 15 and 16 will be selected.
This meeting, coming just before the
national convention, gives stockmen
of New Mexico an opportunity to
clarify their views and be prepared to
present their side of questions of ut
most importance to the stock indus
try. The effect of war on the livestock
meal combine
industry, the cotton-see- d
and what steps should be taken by the
federal government to regulate the
supply and price of cottonseed meal
and cake and many other questions
of like importance will be considered.

mu
MOSQUERO

Thought Kept Him Alive.
Murphy wus making bis first trip
across the Atlantic, and ho felt

Col. J. G. Reed, of Solano, is
rejoicing in the luxury of a
housekeeper. His daughter, Mrs.

of Mora, Mora County, New IfexSee,
on the 26th da; of January, A. D. I9l8
Ten (10) negotiable bonds of the denomination of Five hundred $600.IO
dollars each, of School District No. ti
of the County of Mora, f the State ef
New Mexico; said bonds to bocozne due
not less than Twenty 120 nor mere
than Thirty 30 years after date,' aid
redeemable at the pleasure of the Sckeel
Directora of School District No. 20. ef
the County of Mora, at any time after
ten 10 years from the date of said
bonds. Said bonds shall bear interact
at the rate of Six 6 percent per annum, interest payable
at the Office rf the Cpunty Treasurer
of Mora County, New Mexico, in the
Town of Mora, New Mexico; said bonds
will be solil to the highest and best bidder therefor, for cash. Provided, however, said Treaurer canuot accept aay
bids for said bonds which is less than
Ninety "SO" cents on the dollar.
y

CHARLES U. STRONG
Treasurer of Mora County
State of New Mexico.

Ada Brott, of Grand Rapids.
Michigan, came this week and
will live with him in future.

NOTICE

F0K PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Ed Reed plans to have a sale
Dec. 14, 1D17
around for about
Jan. 24th, when he will sell Notice is hereby given that Mrs Belle
Weeks-- "
without thinking of 20 cattle and 25 tons of feed be- Merry of Mosquero N. M. who on Dec.
17 1914 mado HE No.
018967 far
telling the editor what they were sides
other property. See Bills
Lots 1, 2, 3 A 4
doing and we are glad we made
later.
Section 2 Township 18N Kange 2CE
them . notice us. They have a
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice ef
Ford and are getting over a lot
Barber Jenkins choked on a intention to malee three Year proof tc
of rough country in the breaks
establish claim to the land described,
bone at dinner Wednesday.
H,e
before W H Willcoi ü S Com'r at
where even walking is nog the
loaded into a rig and taken Roy, N.N. on the 18th day of Fab. 1911
was
best.
on the run to the Plumlee HosClaimant names as witnesses:
Candido TrajilU
pital where the obstruction was Edward Hubbler
FOR SALE:- Fraak J. SaiU
Mr. Soliera, who has the con- removed and he was soon all Alfred H McGlothlio
White-Fac- e
Heifer, fresh in Feb- All of Mosquero New Mexice.
hauling
right
tract
steel
material
for
but
to
he
nearly
choked
auary. At my iarm i - muies
TAZjAvrmvm.
for tht Red River Bridge ferokt death before he was relieved.
Northeast of Solano.
MS
N0ELL. BURTON hi s'loi lder recently.
The had

"Drill-e-

d

J,

l,

.

Sheep For Sale

George Tower is the happy
possessor of a new Ford out of
the last carload. He practiced on
head for quick sale.
his brother's car till he knows
HARRY LAMMON,
Ktpkart, Ntw M t. juit how to drirt it right.
55 head of Breeding Ewes and
2 good Bucks will sell $8.50 per

'

Two-year-o-

ld

1-

,
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